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Dedicated to my beloved parents, grandmother and family

"And a new philosophy emerged called quantum physics, which suggest that the in-
dividual‘s function is to inform and be informed. You really exist only when you‘re in
a field sharing and exchanging information. You create the realities you inhabit."
Timothy Leary, Chaos & Cyber Culture





Abstract

Coherent superposition of a fundamental 800 nm (ω) laser field with its second-harmonic
(2ω) generates laser pulses with asymmetrical electric field distribution. Controlling a
time-lag between the ω-2ω fields with sub-fs precision enables for electron trajectory
tagging. Here, we propose two-color phase-of-the-phase spectroscopy (P oP ) which
applied to rare gas atoms provides relative-phase-tagged photoelectron spectra. We
show that a relative phase contrast (RPC) and the-phase-of-the-phase (PP) obtained from
Fourier transformed electron spectra gain information which are beyond conventional
photoelectron spectroscopy. Applying simple trajectory model including wavepacket
spreading and multiple rescattering the universality of the rescattering process is demon-
strated. Detailed inspection of PP and RPC spectra reveals target sensitive features
which can be used to extract structural or even dynamical information with high accu-
racy. As a first applications of P oP we study ionization of randomly oriented CO2 and
N2 molecules. We perform in situ measurements of the Gouy phase shift in the focal
volume. Finally, we demonstrate that P oP enables to discriminate thermal contribu-
tions in C60 thus emphesizing phase-dependent effects.

Kurzzusammenfassung

Die kohärente Überlagerung eines Laserfeldes von 800 nm (ω) mit seiner zweiten Har-
monischen (2ω) erzeugt Laserpulse mit asymmetrischen Verteilung des elektrischen
Feldes. Die Kontrolle des Phasenzeitunterschieds zwischen den ω-2ω -Feldern mit
Sub-fs-Präzision ermöglicht das tagging von Elektronen-Trajektorien. Unser Vorschlag
umfaßt eine zweifarbige phase-of-the-phase spectroscopy P oP welche bei Anwen-
dung auf Edelgasatome Photoelektronenspektren in denen der Beitrag der relativen
Phase sichtbar wird. Aus den Fourier-transformierten Photoelektronenspektren erhält
man den relativen Phasenkontrast (RPC) und die phase-of-the-phase (PP), welche mehr
Informationen liefert als die konventionelle Photoelektronen-Spektroskopie. Ein ein-
faches Elektronentrajektorien Modell unten Berücksichtigt der, Dispersion des Wellen-
pakets und Mehrfach Rückstreuung zeigt eine Universalität des Rückstoß-Prozesses
die sich in allen Spektren den Edelgas Atomen wieder findet. Die detaillierte Anal-
yse der PP und RPC Spektren offenbart target-spezifische Eigenschaften, aus denen
sich Informationen zur Struktur und sogar zur Dynamik mit hoher Genauigkeit ableiten
lassen. Als erste Anwendung der P oP ,-Methode haben wir die Ionisation beliebig
orientierter CO2- und N2-Moleküle untersucht. Dabei wurden in situ-Messungen der
Gouy-Phasenverschiebung im Brennpunkt des ω-2ω -Laserpulses durchgeführt. Schl-
ussendlich erlaubt die P oP -Methode die Unterdrückung thermischer Anteile von C60.
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Introduction

Rapid development in laser technology enables the probing of the dynamics of quan-
tum systems in real time. Modern techniques exploit coherence properties of light and
quantum-mechanical matter properties which enables the driving of a quantum system
to the desired dynamical behaviour [1; 2]. When matter is exposed to light, the electrons
react instantaneously to the electric field. Other degrees of freedom are then affected
indirectly due to electric charge redistribution. Controlling of electron motion requires
the generation of waveforms that tailor the instantaneous electric field on sub-fs time
scales. Hence, these waveforms permit access to attosecond physics [3; 4] and femto-
chemistry [5; 6; 7]. Short laser pulses can be generated over almost the entire spectral
range, which is relevant to modern spectroscopy methods. Coherent laser sources, e.g.,
commercially available Ti:Sapphire laser systems, enable the creation of laser pulses as
short as a few fs, consisting of only a few electric field oscillations in the visible and
near-IR range [8; 9]. Single-cycle THz radiation from free-electron lasers possesses
electric fields strong enough to be employed for a variety of studies [10; 11]. The short-
est pulse ever generated by such systems in high- harmonic generation processes HHG
in the XUV range have durations of 67 as [12]. Free-electron lasers deliver pulses in
the hard X-ray spectral range with durations of 100 fs [13; 14; 15; 16]. Today, physics
has reached the point where tailoring of laser pulses on sub-fs time scale has become
routine [17; 18; 19; 20]. This permits active manipulation the quantum pathways that
lead to certain classes of physical and chemical phenomena, and paves the road towards
attosecond control and metrology [21; 22].

Controlling system dynamics with a laser field has been proposed theoretically by
Shapiro-Brummer [23; 24] and Tannor-Rice [25; 26]. In the frequency-resolved scheme,
the two cw laser fields of frequency ω1 and ω3 = 3ω1 establish two alternative path-
ways that the optical transition can follow. By tuning their relative phase, quantum
interference between different pathways from a the ground to the final state permits
control of the branching ration of the products. The frequency-resolved scheme has
been demonstrated in the control of autoionization and predissociation in HI and DI
molecules [27; 28]. Alternatively, the time-resolved scheme (often called pump-dump)
benefits from time-dependent motion of wave packets prepared by fs laser pulses. Ex-
perimentally, the time-resolved scheme has been observed in the selective population of
two excited states of I2 [29]. Over last decade many other schemes for coherent control
have been developed [30; 31].
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Introduction

In the past decade, a great many experimental studies have been dedicated to the
investigation and control of electron dynamics on natural motion time scales. One el-
ementary example is the superimposition of a carrier wave and a second-harmonic of
adjustable amplitude and phase [32; 33]. An attosecond streaking technique has been es-
tablished by a combination of high-harmonic radiation (attosecond pulse train)[34] with
a few-cycle laser field [35; 36; 37; 38]. Such an attosecond transient recorder makes
internal atomic process accessible to human perception [36; 39; 40]. The most sophis-
ticated techniques rely on the coherent combination of several laser sources, reaching
bandwidths of well over an octave. This permits the synthesising of pulses with arbi-
trary temporal evolution [41; 42].

Coherent superposition of two laser pulses of different frequencies (two-color laser
pulses) has been utilized to control ionization of atoms in intense fields. The precise
tuning of a time lag between the fundamental Nd:YAG laser and its second harmonics,
which are generated in non-linear crystal, demonstrates control of the ionization rate in
Xe [43]. Schumacher et al. studied ionization in a two-color field and showed that the
observed phase dependencies in above-threshold ionization peaks cannot be explained
in the context of a two-step model that includes the optical tunnelling and subsequent
propagation of an electron in the laser field [44]. After a decade-long hiatus, a growing
number of experiments dedicated to two-color ionization have been performed. The
fundamental output of a Ti:Sapphire laser with its second harmonic polarized paral-
lel or perpendicular is typically employed to sculpt a laser field to sub-fs precision,
permiting access to fs physics and chemistry. Experiments involving two-color exci-
tation have addressed all important aspects of strong field ionization: high harmonic
generation [45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51; 52; 53; 54], non-sequential double ionization
[55; 56; 57; 58; 59], directed photoemission [33; 59; 60; 61; 62; 63; 64; 65; 66], non-
adiabatic molecule alignment [54; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72], and control over dissocia-
tion and fragmentation [70; 73; 74; 75]. In a pioneering experiment Dudovich et al.
demonstrated control over even and odd HHG processes [47]. By tuning the time de-
lay between SHG and the fundamental beam, dynamical electron recombination can
be controlled with sub-fs precision. Another experiment addressed the problem of the
ionization and rescattering times. High-harmonic generation from CO2 molecules ex-
posed to an orthogonally polarized two-color laser field enables the encoding of subtle
delays in ionization times from two orbitals from the CO2 molecule [53]. Orthogonally
polarized two-color laser pulses can be used to control the motion of tunnelling elec-
trons in both space and time [60]. Photoelectron studies are mostly performed in the
deep perturbative range where SHG not only significantly perturbs the photoelectron
trajectories but also ionizes the system. Xie et al. show that the phase of a transiently
excited bound wave packet created by two-color laser induced excitations can be re-
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trieved from momentum-resolved photoelectron spectra with attosecond precision [62].
In the angularly-resolved photoemission study of Xe in a two-color laser field, Ray et
al. demonstrated that by rescattering part of the photoelectron spectrum, a much more
robust determination of the relative phase of the two colors can be obtained, compared
to the use of direct photoelectrons [61].

Recently, two-color laser pulses as well as CEP have been utilized in our group to
study the impact of the collective resonance of a metal cluster on electron acceleration
[76]. Strong phase-dependencies have been obtained in both cases. The first studies
prove that a sculpted laser field is capable of controlling the dynamics on a sub-cycle
time scale.

Information about dynamics of the process is often encoded in a non-obvious manner
in electrons, ions and photons emitted following irradiation. Careful modeling is neces-
sary to retrieve dynamical information about the underlying phenomena. A numerical
solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) is the most accurate for-
malism to describe non-relativistic electron dynamics in a strong laser field. Due to
computational requirements, solutions are practically limited to the single-active elec-
tron problem. Although TDSE calculations reproduce features observed experimentally
to a high precision, they provide little physical insight since the calculation itself is a
numerical experiments. A great simplification of the numerical problem is achieved by
semi-classical electron trajectories methods which are outlined in the simple man’s the-
ory (SMT) [77; 78; 79; 80]. In the SMT framework, the fundamental physics behind
most of the relevant strong-field phenomenacan be described by an electron dynamical
model consisting of three steps: (i) optical tunneling, (ii) acceleration in the laser field,
and (iii) rescattering/recombination with the parent ion. Semi-classical electron trajec-
tories derived from this approach greatly simplify and unify most of the strong-field
phenomena.

Within project A5 of Sonderforschungsbereich (SFB) 625, this thesis addresses the
problem of ionization and electron rescattering dynamics in atoms and molecules ex-
posed to strong two-color (ω-2ω) laser fields. Our aim is to introduce small perturba-
tions by the ω-2ω field that do not ionize the system and only slightly modify ionization
and rescattering times. The fundamental physics behind these processes is modelled
by SMT. A simple classical-trajectory-based model which describes the most important
physical phenomena influencing electron rescattering processes in strong laser fields
used in this thesis has been developed by Dieter Bauer. Strong-field approximation
(SFA) calculations and Coulomb-Volkov corrected SFA (CVSFA) calculations give in-
sight into the mechanisms that are not included in SMT, e.g., the influence of the in-
terference effects between propagating wavepackets; these calculations are performed
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by Mohammad Adel Almajid (AG Bauer), who also implemented CVSFA. Computa-
tionally demanding TSDE calculations are performed by Mathias Arbeiter and Thomas
Fennel.

The presented work proceeds as follows:

• Chapter 1 gives an overview of the principal ionization and rescattering dynamics
in a strong laser field. We briefly introduce laser techniques which enable control
of the electron dynamics in atomic systems.

• Chapter 2 summarizes the theoretical models used to analyse the experimental
data. The analytical simple man’s theory (SMT) model is developed to render the
basic physical mechanisms that impact rescattering dynamics. We describe semi-
analytical strong-field approximation (SFA) models together with Coulomb–Vo-
lkov SFA (CVSFA) models.

• Chapter 3 introduces the experimental techniques employed in this work. A
velocity-map imaging spectrometer (VMI) designed to resolve high energy elec-
trons (1 keV) is tested via ionization of Ne with soft X-ray synchrotron radiation.
We describe the optical setup that enables the synthetization of a phase-controlled
two-color laser field with sub-fs precision. Finally, we introduce a new method to
analyse ω-2ω phase dependent photoelectron spectra, which we dub ’the-phase-
of-the-phase’ (P oP ) method. The P oP technique quantifies the separation of a
relative-phase-dependent photoelectron signal into phase-of-the-phase (PP) and
relative-phase-contrast (RPC) spectra.

• Chapter 4 reviews the experimental results from a study of strong field ω/2ω

ionization of rare gas atomic targets. We discuss experimentally obtained PP and
RPC spectra, and compared them with the prediction of SMT, SFA and TDSE.

• Chapter 5 presents a few potential applications of the P oP technique to the study
of controlled emission from molecular systems (N2, CO2 and C60) and Gouy
phase shift.
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1 Theoretical Background

This section gives a brief introduction into a free electron dynamics in a strong os-
cillatory laser field. Three ionization models of atomic system exposed to a strong
oscillatory laser field strong laser field are discussed. Next, an influence of a parent
ion on the electron dynamics and its consequences are introduced. Subsequently, three
experimental results of other groups which demonstrated control of the ionization and
recombination of electrons are shown. Momentum-resolved photoelectron study are in
the central point of present work. Thus, short description of typical spectral features
and their origin are introduced. Finally, basics related to the focusing of the laser beam
are described.

1.1 Free electron dynamics in strong laser fields

A free electron subjected to a spatially dependent oscillating electric field E(r, t) =
E0(r)cos(ωt) follows an oscillatory motion that can be described by Newton‘s clas-
sical equation of motion:

mea =−eE(r, t) (1.1)

where E0(r) is the field amplitude at position r, me is the electron mass and ω stands for
the angular frequency of the laser field. To neglect spatial dependencies of the electric
field, one can expand it into a Taylor series around the initial position of the electron r0:

E(r) = E(r0)+(r ·∇)E|r=r0 + . . . (1.2)

and neglect higher-order terms, obtaining the first-order electron trajectory in the oscil-
lating electric field:

r(t) =
eE0

meω2 cos(ω t) = r0 cos(ω t) (1.3)

with the amplitude r0, which is of the order of ∼ 1nm for optical frequencies and inten-
sities 1013 . . . 1014 W/cm2. The cycle-averaged kinetic energy is called the ponderomo-
tive energy:

5



1 Theoretical Background

Up =
e2E2

4mω2 (1.4)

In general, it is more convenient to express the ponderomotive energy Up as a func-
tion of the wavelength λ and laser intensity I [81; 82]:

Up[eV] = 9.3×10−14 I [W/cm2]λ2 [µm] (1.5)

This situation reflects the free-electron motion in a homogeneous field. By perform-
ing the necessary substitution and averaging over time, one obtains the effective non-
linear force acting on a free electron introduced into a non-homogeneous electromag-
netic field.

F =− e2

4mω2 ∇E2 (1.6)

where E2 indicates the time-averaged square of the electric field. This effective force,
also called the ponderomotive force accelerates an electron towards the area of least
electric field, i.e. against the gradient of the cycle-averaged intensity [83; 84]. If the
pulse duration persists long enough(τp ≥ 1ps), the electron leaves the laser focus and
gains additional translational kinetic energy equivalent to the ponderomotive energy, see
Eq. (1.4).

1.2 Strong field ionization of atomic systems

According to Einstein’s theory of light quanta, a photon can ionize matter if its energy
is greater than the ionization potential ~ω ≥ Ip [85]. Upon absorption of energy and
angular momentum from the ionizing photon, an electron transitions into a continuum
state. Ionization of matter with photons of energy much smaller than the ionization
potential ~ω� Ip requires a high photon flux, which can be achieved practically us-
ing pulsed laser sources. Only then, a photon flux within the short burst of radiation
(typically tpulse = 1ns . . . 1fs) is high enough to assure multiphoton absorption between
laser-induced virtual states and subsequent ionization [86].
Ionization in a strong oscillatory laser field has been described theoretically by Keldysh
[87]. To quantify the conditions between multiphoton absorption and optical tunnelling
in a very strong field, an adiabaticity parameter γk, also called the Keldysh parameter,
has been introduced. The Keldysh parameter is defined as the ratio between tunnelling

6



1.2 Strong field ionization of atomic systems

time τt and a half period of the laser field oscillation τL; equivalently, it can be expressed
by Ip and Up [88]:

γk =

√
τt

1/2τL
=

ω
√

2meIp

eE
=

√
I p

2Up
(1.7)

In the following, the ionization mechanisms are briefly described and classified with the
Keldysh parameter.

1.2.1 Multiphoton ionization γk� 1

Multiphoton ionization (MPI) refers to a process in which an electron overcomes the
binding Coulomb potential by absorption of n photons simultaneously, as shown in
Fig. 1.1(a). According to the Heisenberg energy–time uncertainty principle ∆E∆t ≥
~/2, the laser-induced virtual state related to the laser photon energy ∆E and its har-
monics can exist within a time at most ∆T = ~/2∆E. A Ti:sapphire laser photon with
energy E = 1.55eV induces a virtual excited state existing as long as ∆ t < 2.12 ·10−16 s
which is an order of magnitude lower than the oscillation period of the electric field.
Thus, the electronic transition occurs within a fraction of an optical cycle and can be
understood as n transitions between n virtual states [89].This scenario is valid if laser
frequencies are much higher than the tunnelling time (e.g. XUV) and for low laser inten-
sities, e.g. 109−1012 W/cm2. In a non-resonant MPI, an electron is directly transferred
into the continuum, i.e. it does not populate any bound excited state. The scaling law
based on perturbation theory [90; 91] implies that the n-photon ionization probability is
proportional to the n-th power of the ionizing laser intensity [84; 92].

ΓMPI = σnIn (1.8)

In resonantly enhanced MPI (REMPI), the excited state can be populated when the
energy of an integral number of photons approaches the energy of an allowed elec-
tronic transition. Alternatively, they can be shifted into resonance by the AC Stark shift
[93; 94; 95]. High-lying excited states, e.g. Rydberg states, are shifted by an energy
equivalent to the ponderomotive energy[96; 97]. The laser intensity characteristic for
REMPI is I ∼ 1013 W/cm2, where the ponderomotive energy reaches the order of 1eV.
The REMPI channel usually dominates the photoelectron spectra because of the en-
hanced ionization cross-section [98; 99]. If an electron absorbs more photons than are
required for ionization, the above-threshold ionization (ATI) is established [100]. Upon
absorbing m additional photons above Ip, an electron is released into the continuum with
an excess energy Ekin = (n+m)~ω− Ip. Characteristic features of ATI are a series of
equally spaced rings in an angle-resolved photoelectron spectrum, see Fig. 1.10 (2).
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1 Theoretical Background

Multiphoton
I ≤ 1013 W/cm2

Tunneling
I ∼ 1013–1014 W/cm2

Over the barrier
I ≥ 1015 W/cm2

V (r) V (r) V (r)

Ip

Ip

Ip

x x x

γk� 1 γk ∼ 1 γk� 1

Figure 1.1: Ionization of an atom in a strong laser field classified by Keldysh parameter γk. (a) In
the multiphoton range, ionization proceeds by absorption of discrete photons. (b) By increasing
the laser intensity (I > 1014 W/cm2), the electric field associated with an intense laser pulse
becomes comparable with the binding electric field. As a result, it turns the Coulomb potential
into an effective tunnelling barrier. In case (c) the Coulomb barrier is suppressed so strongly that
the electron is no longer bound.

1.2.2 Tunnel ionization γk ≈ 1

The electric field of the laser pulse can turn the Coulomb potential into a tunnelling
barrier, as shown in Fig. 1.1 (b). Tunnelling ionization sets in typically at intensities
of 1014−1015 W/cm2. Substantial ionization occurs within a fraction of an optical cy-
cle, and the electric field can be regarded as quasi-static on the tunnelling time scale
[101]. Landau derived the tunnelling probability from an atom through a triangular bar-
rier that can, however, be used to calculate the ionization probability from hydrogen in
the ground state. The general equation for a complex atom or atomic ion in an arbitrary
state has been derived by Ammosov, Delone and Krainov (ADK rate) [102].

w[a.u.] = (2l +1)
(

3Fn∗3

πZ

)1/2 Z2

4πn∗3

(
2e
n∗

)2n∗

(l + |m|)!×(
2Z3

Fn∗3

)2n∗−|m|−1 1
2|m||m|!(l−|m|)!

exp
(
−2Z3

3n∗3F

)
(1.9)

where l is orbital quantum number, m is magnetic quantum number, n∗ is effective
principal quantum number, Z is total charge of the system, F is electric field strength
associated with the laser pulse and e indicates electron charge.
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1.3 Electron dynamics in the ion vicinity

direct electron

(ii) recombination
with HHG

(iii) non-sequential
double ionization

(iv) collisional
excitation

XUV

(i) recollision

Figure 1.2: Electrons driven by a strong laser field in the vicinity of an atom: Upon optical
tunnelling ionization, the electron dynamics is influenced by the parent ion. By elastic recollision
(i) the electron can gain energy up to 10Up from the laser field. Recombination (ii) results in
high-harmonic generation. In the case of non-elastic recollision, the electron transfers part of
its momentum to the parent ion, which results in (iii) additional ionization or (iv) collisional
excitation. The figure is adapted from [4].

1.2.3 Over the barrier ionization γk� 1

As the laser intensity is increased further, I > 1015 W/cm2 (γ� 1), a local maximum
of the effective tunnelling potential is suppressed below the ground state. Consequently,
the electron is no longer bound and escapes from the atomic potential. This process is
known as over-the-barrier-ionization (OBI) and occurs in atomic hydrogen at 1.4×1014

W/cm2 [101]. A threshold or "critical intensity" for OBI is given by:

IOBI[W/cm2] =
π2cε3

0I4
p

2Z2e6 = 4×109(Ip[eV ])4Z2 (1.10)

It might be surprising that the critical intensity value for the hydrogen atom is far below
the value corresponding to the Coulomb field (3.5× 1016 W/cm2 at the mean ground-
state electron radius. However, it is already high enough to push the distorted potential’s
local maximum down to the level of the ground state and allow the electron to leave the
atom.

1.3 Electron dynamics in the ion vicinity

The presence of a parent ion significantly influences the electron dynamics in a strong
laser field. According to the semi-classical two-step model [103], the electron upon

9



1 Theoretical Background

release @ t0
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Figure 1.3: High-harmonic generation (HHG) driven by an intense laser field (left). The electron
tunnels through a suppressed Coulomb barrier, gains energy in the laser field and is driven back
to its parent ion. Recombination into a bound state results in XUV photon generation. Classical
recolliding electron trajectories (right). For a given energy there are two contributing trajectories
(long and short) that can interfere constructively or destructively. The figure is adapted from [4].

optical tunnelling propagates in an oscillatory laser field. Subsequent propagation is
treated classically assuming interactions with the electric and magnetic field of the laser
pulse and neglecting the Coulomb field of the parent ion. Further simplification results
from the dipole approximation, which neglects magnetic field effects, as described in
Section 1.1. Corkum proposed a third step in which the electron is accelerated back
and recollides (i) or recombines (ii) with the parent ion [77]. Thus, a three-step model
has been established that is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The recollision pro-
cess includes a set of physical phenomena observed in the past two decades, such as
high-harmonic generation (HHG) or non-sequential double ionization (NSDI). A brief
description of the most important processes is given below.

Recombination and high-harmonic generation (HHG)

Focusing of an intense laser pulse with frequency ω1 on an atom results in generation
of high harmonics with frequency nω1 [104]. For atomic systems ionized with linearly
polarized field, radiation from only n = 1,3,5... is possible. The physical mechanism
behind HHG based on a three-step model as illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (left). Upon optical
tunnelling and propagation in the laser field, the electron turns back towards the parent
ion and recombines with the hole in the valence level, emitting an XUV photon. HHG
radiation is emitted along the propagation direction of the driving field [105]. Recollid-
ing electrons that lead to HHG are released within a small time interval. Trajectories
resulting in HHG emission calculated from the three-step model for ionization with lin-
early polarized light are shown in Fig. 1.3 (right) [4]. The tunnelling probability (green)
is given by the ADK rate. There are a few important points coming out of this scenario.
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1.3 Electron dynamics in the ion vicinity

The electron excursion and return time are uniquely determined by the ionization time.
Depending on the ionization time, the electron returns, gaining kinetic energy up to
3.17Up (color bar) with Up ponderomotive energy given in Eq. 1.5 [77; 106; 107]. This
is the well-known cut-off energy for HHG generation. The maximum photon energy
upon recombination with the hole in the ground state is thus hν = 3.17Up + Ip, where
Ip is the ionization potential of the atom [105]. Finally, for any given return energy
(except Emax = 3.17Up) there exist two classical trajectories along which the electron
can gain the same amount of kinetic energy. They are commonly called short and long
trajectories. Constructive and destructive interference between them is reflected in the
signal intensity distribution in the HHG spectrum.
The selection rules for HHG are determined by the combined symmetry of the system
target and laser field. If the symmetry is broken either for the target or for the laser
field, even harmonics are generated. Recently, generation of even harmonics has been
reported for an polyatomic asymmetrical molecule, i.e. CH3F [72]. Dudovitch et al.
demonstrated the control of even-harmonics generation in a combined two-color laser
field [47]. HHG generation has been reported for atoms, molecules, clusters, surfaces
and relativistic plasma. It is possible to reconstruct molecular orbitals from an evalua-
tion of the HHG emission [108].

Elastic scattering

Electrons that scatter elastically from their parent ion are released within a very narrow
time window close to the electric peak maximum. The most profound consequence is
that electrons gain energy while being elastically scattered. In the classical framework
of Simple Man’s Theory, electron trajectories relevant for elastic scattering and HHG
are the same [112]. Thus, in analogy to the HHG process they can be dubbed short and
long trajectories depending on the excursion they make from their parent ion.
In Fig. 1.4 three types of trajectories are depicted that contribute to the photoelectron
spectrum seen by a detector located on the right [111]. The electron most probably
tunnels through an effective potential Ee f f (z) =−e2/z− eF(t)z (grey surface) near the
laser peak. Tunnelling happens twice per laser period T . Subsequently, electrons are
driven by the effective field and can reach the detector upon recollision with the ion
core or directly. Depending on the electric field phase they are released towards the
detector (direct and back-scattered electrons) or opposite to it (forward-scattered elec-
trons). Direct electrons (red) do not rescatter and contribute to the low-energy part of
the spectrum (Ekin < 2Up). Back-scattered electrons (green) contribute to a weaker but
broad high-energy plateau (Ekin < 10Up). Forward-scattered electrons are turned back
towards the detector and appear in the low-energy region of the spectrum (Ekin < 2Up).
Detailed discussion of this process is continued in Chapter 2.
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1 Theoretical Background

α

Figure 1.4: Optical tunnelling ionization and elastic rescattering in intense laser fields. Tun-
nelling occurs twice per laser cycle (T) when the laser field (-eF(t)z) reaches a maximum. Elec-
trons driven by the laser field can arrive at a detector (right) either directly or upon rescattering.
Direct electrons contribute to the low-energy structures in the spectrum with classical 2Up cut-
off. Back-scattering creates a less intense but broad high-energy plateau with 10Up cut-off
[109; 110]. Forward-scattered electrons contribute to the low-energy (< 2Up) part of the photo-
electron spectrum. The picture is adapted from [111].

Inelastic scattering

Recolliding electrons can transfer part of their kinetic energy in inelastic collisions. It is
the most intuitive example of laser-driven multielectron dynamics in an atomic system
[113; 114; 115]. If the energy transfer is high enough, a recolliding electron directly
promotes a bound electron via electron-impact ionization, as indicated in Fig. 1.5(left).
Because of momentum conservation, both electrons propagate in the same direction. In
the other scenario, the recolliding electron excites the parent ion, which is subsequently
ionized by the laser field (Fig. 1.5(right)) [116; 117]. The recollision-induced excitation
with subsequent ionization (RESI) constitutes the dominant channel for non-sequential
double ionization (NSDI) [77]. Recently, this process has been confirmed in an experi-
ment involving CEP laser pulses [118].
In general, high-intensity laser–matter interaction depends on the electric field of the
laser pulse which ionize and drives propagating electron wavepackets. Most of the
phenomena, e.g. HHG, ATI, NSDI can be understood in terms of classical electron tra-
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1.3 Electron dynamics in the ion vicinity

Figure 1.5: Inelastic scattering process in an atom results in non-sequential double ionization. If
momentum transfer is high enough, a second electron can be directly promoted to the continuum
via electron-impact ionization (left). In RESI (right), the colliding electron excites the parent ion,
which can subsequently be ionized in the next cycle of the laser field.

jectories. Because electron motion is sensitive to the electric field of the laser pulse, by
manipulating the laser pulse form, particular channels can be controlled. In the follow-
ing, the control methods are briefly discussed.

1.3.1 Coherent control

Controlling a quantum system’s dynamical behaviour is possible due to the rapid de-
velopment of laser technology. Nowadays, control of the laser pulse form on the sub-fs
time scale has reached the status of daily routine [17; 18]. This enables the active ma-
nipulation of the quantum pathways that lead to certain classes of physical and chemical
phenomena.

Two basic mechanisms leading to coherent control are schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1.6. Brummer and Shapiro investigated theoretically a frequency-resolved scheme
(left). Two monochromatic laser beams with commensurate frequencies are employed
to populate the excited state | f 〉 by two interfering pathways. By tuning the laser in-
tensity and phase outcome, the product can be controlled. Second, the time-resolved
scheme, often called pump–dump (right) benefits from the time-dependent motion of
the wave packets prepared by fs laser pulses. Experimentally, it was observed in the
pump–probe scheme by selective population of two excited states in I2 [29]. Many
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1 Theoretical Background

Figure 1.6: Theoretical models of quantum control proposed by Brumer-Shapiro (left) and
Tannor-Rice (right). In frequency-resolved scheme (left) two monochromatic laser beams pop-
ulate state | f 〉 by two interfering pathways. Time-resolved scheme (right) benefits from the
time-dependent motion of wavepacket prepared by fs laser. The figure is adapted from [4].

schemes of coherent control have been developed in the past decade ([31] and refer-
ences therein) showing that by combination of two fields it is possible to study and
control electron dynamics with sub-fs precision, which is its natural motion time scale.
Two-pathway coherent control was demonstrated with atomic bound–bound transitions
in the ω/3ω experiment [119]. Bound–free transition control in photoionization with
ω/2ω fields has been reported in many experiments. Yin et al. observed phase-dependent
electron angular distributions resulting from quantum interference between even- and
odd-parity electron wave functions [120]. Control of the ATI signal has been achieved
in Kr [43; 44]. Both groups report on phase-dependent ATI electron yields that cannot
be explained within the two-step ionization model, where electron rescattering is not
included.

Two other experiments are directly related to this work. In a pioneering experiment
by Dudovich et al., control over even- and odd-harmonic generation has been demon-
strated in ω/2ω excitations [47]. In this case, the electron dynamics are governed by an
Iω = 1014 W/cm2 for 800 nm carrier wavelength. Small perturbations in the form of the
second harmonic I2ω = 5 ·10−3 Iω break the symmetry of the system and even harmonics
are generated. In Fig. 1.7, a HHG spectrum containing even- and odd-harmonics sig-
nals alternate out of phase as a function of the phase of the ω-2ω excitation. Thus, the
experiment can be viewed as a coherent control experiment in the fashion proposed by
Brummer and Shapiro. It is interesting to note that measuring photoelectrons and HHG
may be considered as complementary channels to study electron dynamics because the
electron trajectories relevant for photoelectrons are the same as those for HHG up to the
first return [112].
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1.3 Electron dynamics in the ion vicinity

Figure 1.7: HHG spectra recorded as a function of relative time delay between ω/2ω pulses
with Iω = 1014 W/cm2 and I2ω = 5 · 10−3 Iω. Control of the electron recombination results in
an out-of-phase signal modulation for even- and odd-harmonics generation. The relative delay
controls generation of even- and odd-harmonics. The figure is taken from [47].

The results of an experiment on angle-resolved photoemission from Xe in a ω-2ω

field are illustrated in Fig. 1.8. ω-2ω pulses with intensities Iω = 6 · 1013 W/cm2 and
I2ω = 2 · 1013 W/cm2 are utilized to control electron rescattering. The intensity of the
2ω field (I2ω = 0.33 · Iω) introduces a much stronger perturbation for the system than in
the case discussed before. The rescattering part of the photoelectron spectrum exhibits
a strong phase-dependent asymmetry and can provide a robust method for determining
the relative phase of the ω-2ω field. A detailed analysis of the phase dependencies in
the angle-resolved spectrum has so far received little attention.

1.3.2 CEP control

The development of few-cycle laser systems in the mid-IR range enables performance
of experiments with pulses consisting of only a few field oscillations [122; 123; 124].
Typically, Ti:sapphire lasers create pulses at a central wavelength of 800 nm, where one
period of the electric field oscillation corresponds to 2.7 fs. Thus, the laser pulse with
duration 4-5 fs contains only a few oscillations. The most important consequence is
that the temporal evolution of the electric field strongly depends on the carrier-envelope
phase (CEP), i.e. the phase of the electric field with respect to the envelope. Photoion-
ization is only one example of a process that depends non-linearly on the electric field.
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Figure 1.8: Photoelectron spectra (upper panel) integrated over 10◦ angle with respect to the
polarization direction and three different ω/2ω phases illustrate the shift of the 10Up cut-off.
Photoelectron imaging spectra from Xe (lower panel) for Iω = 6 · 1013 W/cm2 and I2ω = 2 ·
1013 W/cm2 recorded for the same phases as in the upper panel [121].

Adjusting the CEP phase enables control of photoemission from an atom target as pre-
sented in Fig 1.9. In the experiment, photoelectron spectra from Xe are measured using
two detectors (red and black) along the laser-polarization direction (left and right). The
CEP phase influences both the high-energy cut-off at 50 eV and the electron yield within
the plateau region (20−40 eV). Once the CEP stabilization is turned off, no asymmetry
is present.

1.4 Typical electron features

Experimental results presented above demonstrates influence of the controlled laser
fields on the ionization and electron recollision. In present work, photoelectron chan-
nel is systematically studied in fashion resulting from combination of ideas Dudovich
and Ray. Investigation of the low-perturbation on the rescattering dynamics are done
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Figure 1.9: Photoelectron spectra recorded for CEP-stabilized laser pulses. Asymmetrical pho-
toemission in left (red) and right (black) along the laser polarization direction is due to the
distribution of the electric field of the CEP pulse illustrated in the inset (blue). Spectra show a
similar signal distribution as the results obtained with ω-2ω laser pulses. The figure is adapted
from [122].

by means of angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy with a velocity-map imaging
(VMI) system. Momentum-resolved photoelectron spectra result from the projection
of 3-D electron wavepackets dynamically interacting with parent ion onto a position-
sensitive detector and contains information about recollision dynamics. Thus, typical

Figure 1.10 (following page): Angle-resolved photoelectron spectrum calculated by solving
the time-dependent SchrÃűdinger equation for the Xe atom ionized with a five-cycle laser pulse
with peak intensity I = 5 ·1013W/cm2 and a central wavelength of 800 nm (adopted from [125]).
Typical features for tunnel ionization and rescattering in a strong laser field are labelled (see text
for details).
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1.4 Typical electron features

features relevant to our study are summarized in Fig. 1.10. The following numbering
corresponds to the signatures assigned in the figure.

1. Most prominent is the series of ATI rings spaced by the photon energy (here hν =
1.55eV) [98; 126; 127]. They reflect a constructive interference pattern between
wave packets released during different periods of ω [128; 129]. In the multiphoton
regime, the ATI structure can be regarded as the absorption of additional photons
above the continuum energy [130]. The resulting comb-like patterns originate in
this case from the particle-like nature of the photons.

2. Discrete ATI rings are distributed on a continuous "plateau" photoelectron signal
resulting from elastic scattering. This is predicted by the "three-step model" of
Corkum [77], in addition to two other channels, i.e. HHG [106; 131] and inelastic
scattering [132]. It should be noted here that in our experiment only the elastic
scattering channel is taken into account. As already shown in the previous section,
the photoelectron energy upon rescattering is continuously distributed. Thus, the
photoelectrons can end up with any value of energy between 0 and 10Up. The
tunnelling process is very sensitive to the shape of the barrier [133]. For lin-
early polarized light, the strongest barrier suppression is in the laser polarization
plane. Therefore, the signal enhancement appears along the laser-polarization
axis, which reflects the enhanced probability for tunnelling [98].

3. For large angles with respect to the polarization axis, angular patterns with dis-
tinct minima and maxima form a carpet-structure [134; 135]. The signal results
from interference between the photoelectron wave packets, which for large angles
are not significantly disturbed by the Coulomb potential. In contrast, for small an-
gles the carpet structure is not resolved due to the Coulomb field, which strongly
affects the electron wave packets propagating at relatively small angles.

4. A low-energy ATI spectrum contains holographic side-lobes located close to the
laser polarization axis. They result from the interference between two trajectories
ending up with the same final momentum. One of them is strongly affected by
the Coulomb potential and therefore accumulating phase, which results in an in-
terference pattern [136]. In other work, the lobes are associated with the number
of multiple returns [137].

5. The signal distribution in the high-energy ATI (HATI) shows a target-dependent
angular dependency. It has been demonstrated that in the case of ionization with a
few-cycle laser pulses, information about the elastic scattering cross-section can
be retrieved as predicted by quantitative rescattering theory (QRS) [138; 139].
Morishita et al. have shown that QRS can be applied even for a longer time, e.g.
100 fs pulses to extract differential cross-sections with good agreement.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic representation of a focused laser beam with Gaussian intensity profile.
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√
2w0 are labelled. Note that

for large distances from focal point beam diameter converge with dotted lines.

Focusing of the Gaussian beam

High laser intensities, which are a prerequisite for tunnelling ionization and successive
rescattering, are obtained by focusing the short laser pulses into the interaction point.
Assuming a Gaussian radial profile for the laser beam, the intensity in the interaction
volume can be expressed by [140]:

I(r,z) =
[

I0

1+(λz/πw2
0)

2

]
exp
[

−2r2

w2
0(1+(λz/πw2

0)
2)

]
(1.11)

where the beam diameter along the propagation axis is:

w(z) = w0

√
1+
(

λz
πw2

0

)
(1.12)

The Rayleigh range defines the distance at which a focused beam radius expands to√
2w0:

zr =
πw2

0
λ

(1.13)
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1.5 Gouy phase shift
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Figure 1.12: The Gouy phase shift of a focused CEP laser beam with radial Gaussian intensity
distribution modulates the phase velocity vphase. Note that a wave packet travels with unaffected
group velocity vg=c. As a result, the CEP phase flips by π as it travels over a distance 2zr

(Rayleigh range). Results of Gouy phase measurements for CEP pulses (τL = 5fs, f = 25 cm and
z0 ≈ 2mm) are adopted from [141].

The beam waist describes the minimal radius of the focused beam.

2w0 =

(
4λ

π

)(
f
D

)
(1.14)

In the experiment utilizing a VMI spectrometer, the size of the interaction volume
strongly influences the resolution. Thus, it is important that the Rayleigh range be
minimized. Taking into account the geometrical constraint, i.e. because of the vacuum
chamber size, the optimum focusing length for the lens/mirror system amounts to f =
300 mm.

1.5 Gouy phase shift

The Gouy phase shift relates to the phase slip, which is experienced by the light beam as
it passes through its focus. The phenomenon was discovered more than 100 years ago
by Gouy [142]. It applies for sound [143] as well as for electromagnetic waves [144].
The Gouy phase shift is a geometrical effect that depends on the wave-front geometry,
the focusing system and wavelength. A beam with a spherical wave-front experiences
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π axial phase shift while a cylindrical wave-front shows only π/2[145]. The phase slip
for the TEM00 mode travelling in the +z direction is given by the simple formula [141]:

ϕ
Gouy =−arctan

(
z

z(λ)

)
(1.15)

where z refers to the Rayleigh distance, which depends on the wavelength λ. This
situation is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The two-color intense laser pulse (red)
travelling from −∞ to +∞ experiences a π phase shift on distance related to 2zr when
focused with a spherical mirror. The axial dependency of the shift as a function of the
position is plotted as a blue line.
The phase shift has important consequences in the physics of strong laser fields. Fo-
cused few-cycle laser pulses experience CEP phase changes because of the Gouy phase
shift. This effect has been demonstrated by means of photoelectron spectroscopy [141].
Shivaram has shown that the Gouy phase slip can be measured by means of an IR–XUV
pump–probe experiment [146]. Crucial for HHG are the phase-matching conditions
governed by the Gouy phase shift and the atomic response [147; 148]. The phase slip
can be discriminated by minimizing the laser wave-front, i.e. by sending a focused laser
beam through an optical fibre filled with gas [149].
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2 Theoretical Methods

This section gives a brief introduction to the theoretical models utilized in this work. To
understand the experimental data in terms of classical trajectories, Simple Man‘s Theory
(SMT) based on the three-step strong field ionization model [77] has been utilized.
Derivation of SMT for a single pulse is adapted from [150]. The SMT model for two-
colour fields was developed by Dieter Bauer. The Strong-Field Approximation (SFA)
renders any interference between wavepackets emitted during consecutive cycles of the
laser pulse. Both models enable the underlying physical mechanism behind two-colour
strong field ionization to be understood. The SMT and SFA simulations presented in
this work are calculated by codes developed in the group of Dieter Bauer, see e.g. [151].
The time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) has been implemented by Thomas
Fennel and Mathias Arbeiter. Because the SFA and SMT models give intuitive and
qualitative pictures of the processes of strong-field ionization and rescattering, we will
briefly discuss their basic ideas. Throughout this chapter atomic units are used, if not
otherwise stated.

2.1 Simple Man‘s Theory

SMT [78; 79; 80] is a classical approach to describe the electron dynamics in a strong
laser field. The process can be divided into three steps [77]. In the first step, the electron
tunnels through the Coulomb barrier, which is suppressed by the quasi-static laser field,
i.e. the field does not reverse during tunnelling. The tunnelling probability is defined by
the Landau rate, which describes the transit through a triangular barrier in the hydrogen
atom [152]:

w∼| E(t) |−1 exp
(
− 2

3 | E(t) |

)
(2.1)

A rather strong electric field is needed to turn the Coulomb potential into a tunnelling
potential. In the vicinity of the laser pulse peak, the tunnelling amplitude reaches its
maximum. In the second step, the electron appears at zero position with zero momen-
tum (in the ion reference frame) and begins to oscillate in the laser field. While being
in the continuum, the electron is not affected by the Coulomb field, which greatly sim-
plifies the description. For certain conditions there is a probability that the electron will
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re-encounter the vicinity of its parent ion. As a result, it will be dephased from its har-
monic motion and rescatter elastically, gaining energy from the laser field (step three)
[77].
The electron momentum p(t) and position r(t) at any time instant t > tion can be calcu-
lated from classical equations:

p(t) =−
∫ t

tion

dt ′E(t′) (2.2)

r(t) =−
∫ t

tion

dt ′A(t′)−A(tion)(t− tion)

= α(t)−α(tion)−A(tion)(t− tion) (2.3)

with the excursion defined as:

α(t) =
∫ t

−∞

A(t′)dt ′ (2.4)

and the vector potential in the length gauge:

A(t) =
∫

dt ′E(t′) (2.5)

The excursion parameter α defines the spatial position of the electron in the parent
ionÂt’s reference frame. Without rescattering and assuming that the vector potential
vanishes at the beginning T0 and end of the laser pulse Tp i.e. A(0) = A(Tp) = 0, the
final momentum and energy are determined by the value of the vector potential at the
ionization time tion, i.e.

p(tion) =−
∫ TP

tion

dt ′E(t′) = −A(tion) (2.6)

Edir,p(tion) =
1
2

p2(tresc) =
1
2

A2(tresc)≤ 2Up (2.7)

with the ponderomotive potential defined as Up =
1
4 Â2. The electron can gain a maxi-

mum energy 1
2 Â2 = 2Up if born at the peak of the vector potential. These electrons are

called direct electrons and their maximum kinetic energy is the well-known cut-off law
in strong laser physics [153; 154; 155]. One should note that although the ionization rate
Eq. 2.1 is determined by the electric field, the electron energies in the continuum depend
on the vector potential. If an electron re-encounters an ion, i.e. during the propagation
it appears at a distance small compared with the Bohr radius ε:

ε > r(tresc) = α(tresc)−α(tion)−A(tion)τ (2.8)
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Figure 2.1: SMT-based construction of a momentum-resolved photoelectron spectrum for tra-
jectories scattering at first return. The series of rings represent rescattered electron‘s final mo-
menta in 2-D Fourier space in the laser polarization axis plane. They form two overlapping
club-like structures, each created during a sub-cycle of the laser pulse. Black crosses indicates
local maxima in the final energy. Black lines indicate possible pairs of ionization (tioni) and
rescattering times (tresc) that are solutions of Eq. 2.8. They enable analytical calculation of the
ring centre co-ordinate (A(tresc)) and the rescattering ring radius (A(tresc)−A(tion)).The photo-
electron signal on the SMT ring is isotropically distributed because no preferential scattering
direction is present in the model. The ring colour indicates the electric field amplitude at the
ionization time and the high momentum limit corresponds to the 10Up cut-off.Electrons that
do not rescatter gain a maximum energy of 2Up and lead to the tip on the opposite side of the
imaging spectrum. Calculations were performed with SMT code written by D. Bauer.

it will be dephased from its harmonic motion and gain energy from the laser field [77].
Solutions of Eq. 2.8 are indicated as black points in in Fig. 2.1 (right). In general, the
lower ε is the less solution Eq. 2.8 will have.

Immediately after rescattering, the momentum can be written as the difference in the
vector potential at the ionization and rescattering times:

p(tresc) =−
∫ tresc

tion

dt ′E(t′) = [A(tresc)−A(tion)] (2.9)

After rescattering (t > tresc) the electron leaves the vicinity of the atom gaining momen-
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Figure 2.2: The same as in Fig. 2.1 but for second return. Two groups of rings are located
on both sides of the SMT momentum spectrum. They are created during one sub-cycle of the
laser pulse. Ring colours encode the electric field at the rescattering times. Calculations were
performed with SMT code written by D. Bauer.

tum given by:

p(t > tresc) =−
∫ TP

tresc

dt ′E(t′) = −A(tresc) (2.10)

Thus, the final energy will be given by the sum of both contributions:

Eresc,p(tresc, tion) =
1
2
[A(tion)−2A(tresc)]

2 ≤ 10Up (2.11)

Solutions of the above equation are represented as a contour map in Fig. 2.1 (right).
For each ionization and rescattering time (tion and tresc respectively) the final energy is
encoded in the colour scale. Based on this approach, a momentum-resolved photoelec-
tron spectrum can be calculated. In SMT, it is assumed that electrons rescatter isotropi-
cally and create ring structures in the Fourier momentum space that are parametrized by
Eq. 2.9 and 2.10, see Fig 2.1. The ring centre in momentum space is defined by the drift
momentum gained by the electron after rescattering (2.10). Correspondingly, the ring
radius is defined by the momentum gained in the rescattering process, see (2.9). Thus,
the final electron momentum upon rescattering and when the laser pulse is off can be
written as:
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2.1 Simple Man‘s Theory

(
pz
px

)
=

(
−a(τ2)

0

)
+[a(τ2)−a(τ1)]

(
cosθ

sinθ

)
(2.12)

where τ1 and τ2 denote the ionization and rescattering times, respectively, and a = A/A0
is the vector potential. The momentum spectrum is calculated for each ionization and
rescattering time if the conditions specified in Eq. 2.8 are fulfilled. The corresponding
solutions are depicted as black vertical curves in Fig.2.1 which couples specific ioniza-
tion and rescattering times. In analogy to HHG , one can introduce "long" and "short"
trajectories, which are defined by Eq. 2.3. Electrons following "short trajectories" (blue
arrow) are born closer to the electric field peak but also rescatter after a short propa-
gation time, gaining rather low energy. In contrast, "the long trajectories" (red arrows)
are born well before the laser peak and rescatter at later times and gain maximal energy
10Up. Rescattering rings for each trajectory are plotted in the momentum spectrum with
colour encoding rescattering probability. In SMT, the photoelectron spectrum from one
sub-cycle resembles a club-like structure with low-energy electrons located at the op-
posite side of the momentum spectrum compared with the fast electrons. Because the
field changes its sign in the second half of the cycle, the same structure is created but
now on the opposite side of the momentum spectrum (here a grey club). For multicy-
cle pulses, such a scenario repeats periodically and a spectrum is formed by combining
contributions from all cycles. In the model, only two or three field oscillation periods
are considered as important. In the case of short laser pulses with a Gaussian envelope,
the electric field strength varies between cycles. Thus, the signal yield and photoelec-
tron momentum distribution both vary from cycle to cycle. To simplify the situation, we
introduce a flat-top-pulse where the electric field peak amplitude does not vary between
cycles. It is a good approximation for the long pulses used in this work (τ = 120 f s)
where dominating signal contributions originatefrom many successive cycles around
the laser peak maximum with slightly different amplitudes. For such an electric field,
the electron can follow many oscillations before it finally rescatters during the second,
third or even higher-order return. Such a situation and a corresponding momentum spec-
trum for the second return are depicted in Fig. 2.2. Here, the electrons tunnel in a time
interval 0.0-0.25 cycles (light green area in inset) and rescatter after a field period of
2π. Depending on the sign of the vector potential at the time of rescattering, SMT rings
are created on both sides of the momentum spectrum. Note that the maximum energy
gained during the second and higher-order returns is slightly smaller than the maximum
at the first return (10Up), see black crosses in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2.
Electrons that propagate longer will rescatter with lower probability because of the in-
trinsic wavepacket dispersion. To account for it, a rescattering probability can conve-
niently be described by [150]:

Wr(tresc− tion) = (tresc− tion)
−s (2.13)
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Figure 2.3: SMT spectra calculated for direct (a) and rescattered (b) electrons. Direct electrons
appear in the SMT with ionization probability given by the Landau rate in Eq. 2.1. They re-
sult from electrons that do not rescatter (blue trajectories in c). For rescattered electrons, the
wavepacket spreading probability given by Eq. 2.13 is applied. Only trajectories released within
a narrow time window can rescatter multiple times (bold). Note the difference in signal yield
(log scale). Calculations were performed with SMT code written by D. Bauer.

Here, the exponent factor (s) accounts for the dispersion rate [79? ]. Such rescattering
does not introduce any angular, momentum or target dependencies. Typically s = 3/2
is chosen to mimic the effect of the Coulomb focusing [156]. We will show later in the
discussion part that the dispersion factor plays an important role in suppressing higher-
order rescattering.
A typical SMT spectrum calculated for direct (a) and rescattered (b) electrons is shown

in Fig. 2.3. Upon tunnelling, the electrons are assumed to propagate along the laser
polarization axis. Spatial dependencies result from the assumption that the scattering
process is isotropic. Direct electrons, i.e. electrons (blue lines in c) that do not rescatter
are weighted by:

W (direct)
i (τ1) =Wi(τ1)exp(−β p2

x/ | e(τ1) |) (2.14)

with β = 15. This accounts for the reasonable lateral spread of the direct electron-
electron momentum distribution. All rescattering trajectories (red in c) are weighted by
W =WiWr where Wi denotes the ionization probability (Eq. 2.1) and Wr the rescattering
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probability, here given by Eq. 2.13. The exponent factor s = 3/2 is chosen to mimic the
effect of a Gaussian wavepacket spreading influenced by Coulomb focusing [150; 156?
].

SMT for two-color fields

We derive an SMT model for two-colour ω-2ω laser pulses by considering the electric
field in the dipole approximation:

E(t) = E0[cosωt +2 ·ξcos(2ωt +φ)] (2.15)

and the corresponding vector potential

A(t) = A0[sinωt +ξsin(2ωt +φ)] (2.16)

Both are related by Eq. 2.5. Here 2ω is the second harmonic, φ denotes the relative
phase and ξ is the ratio of the electric fields E(2ω)/E(ω). The factor ξ is tuned to in-
troduce a controlled perturbation to the fundamental beam.
The phase-dependent electric field of ω-2ω (Eq. 2.15)modulates the tunnelling proba-
bility ( Eq. 2.1). As illustrated in Fig. 2.5 the electric field (red) and the Landau tun-
nelling rate (green) exhibit strong dependencies on both the relative phase (ϕ) and in-
tensity ratio (ξ). For relatively small perturbations (a) ξ < 0.2 the tunnelling rate peaks
twice per field cycle independently of the relative phase. The tunnelling probability is
symmetrical for ϕ = π/2 and ϕ = 3π/2, although the tunnelling times slightly change.
Asymmetry in the ionization probability builds up and reaches a maximum when ϕ = π

and ϕ = 2π. Increasing 2ω intensity up to ξ = 0.5 (b) significantly perturbs the electric
field. The most profound consequence is an additional ionization time, which can be
resolved for ϕ = π and ϕ = 2π. Further increasing 2ω intensity ξ = 1 results in four

Figure 2.4 (following page): Final energy landscape (Eq. 2.11) and rescattering times (solutions
of Eq. 2.8) for two-color laser pulses and calculated for weak perturbation ξ= 0.1 (I2ω/Iω = 1%)
(left) and strong perturbation ξ = 0.5 (I2ω/Iω = 25%) (right). Black lines indicate possible pairs
of ionization (tioni) and rescattering times (tresc) that are solutions of Eq. 2.8. Black crosses
indicates local maxima in the final energy. Pronounced modification of Eresc and ionization
and rescattering times can be resolved for strong perturbations. Experimental results presented
in this work are recorded for weak perturbations where the final electron energy changes only
slightly with the relative phase φ. Calculation are performed using SMT code written by D.
Bauer.
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Figure 2.5: Electric field (red) and tunnelling probability given by Eq. 2.1 (green) depend on
the relative phase and intensity ratio ξ = 0.1 (top) ξ = 0.5 (middle), ξ = 1 (bottom). Ionization
process is weakly perturbed for ξ = 0.1 that results in relative-phase dependent ionization time
and asymmetrical tunneling probability for ϕ = π/2 and ϕ = 3π/2. Strong perturbed electric
field (ξ > 0.2) generates additional ionization times.

ionization maxima per cycle.

Fig. 2.4 shows the final electron energy (Eq. 2.11) and relation between rescattering
and ionization times labelled by black lines (Eq. 2.8).Calculations are performed for two
intensity ratios, ξ = 0.1 (left) and ξ = 0.5 (right) and for different phases φ. For ξ < 0.1
(left) blue light introduces a weak perturbation to the electron trajectories and the final
energy landscape is only slightly perturbed. The electric field and the vector potential
vary slightly. A strong perturbation can readily be resolved for ξ > 0.5 (right). The
final energy map shows a strong dependence on the relative phase φ and relations be-
tween ionization and rescattering times are strongly perturbed. Interestingly, for φ = π

electrons ionized at tion ≈ 0.2− 0.4 recollide at the same time tresc ≈ 0.8. Physically,
it means that many electrons will rescatter at the same time leading to a complicated
interference pattern and possibly to an enhanced ionization cross-section and HHG, as
reported in [157].
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Figure 2.6: SMT-based calculation of momentum-resolved photoelectron spectra for ϕ = π/2
(a) and ϕ = 3π/2 (b). 10Up ridge and 2Up tip (red) exhibit strong relative-phase dependencies.
Note that because of the classical description where the electron is considered as a particle, no
interference effects are present. Spectra were calculated with code developed by Dieter Bauer.

2.2 Refined rescattering model

Now we extend the SMT by including angular dependence in the scattering cross-
section. Because the returning electron energy is not relativistic (Emax = 3.17Up) and
during elastic scattering its energy does not change the scattering process, the hydrogen
atom can be described by Rutherford‘s formula. The Rutherford scattering is included in
the rescattering probability by introducing a differential scattering cross-section (DSC):

Wr(τ2− τ1)σ(q,θ) (2.17)

In the first Born approximation it has the form [158]:

σ(q,θ) =
(2Z)2

[µ2 +4q2 sin2(θ/2)]2
, q = a(τ2)−a(τ1) (2.18)

for a screened potential in the form of the Yukawa potential V (r) = −Z exp(−µr)/r.
Here, θ denotes scattering angle, µ is the screening parameter, q indicates momentum
and Z is charge. It is known that such a scattering cross-section can be derived from
the Lippmann–Schwinger equation using the first Born approximation [158]. Fig. 2.7
illustrates angular DSC dependence on electron impact momentum for µ = 0.5 and
Z =−17. In general, DSC favours electrons that scatter at small angles, and with lower
momentum. Such cross-section introduces angular dependencies to photoelectron spec-
tra. Because the Coulomb potential acts on an infinite range, the scattering amplitude
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2.3 Beyond SMT theory

Figure 2.7: Left: DSC (including wavepacket dispersion) as a function of scattering angle for
various momenta q [a.u.] and µ = 0.5, Z =−17 shows that electrons with low momenta scatter
with higher probability at smaller angles. Right: DSC for first and second return shows that
second return trajectories scatters with higher probability for low momenta (−1.2 < p < 0.5)
and dominates SMT spectra. Calculation are performed using SMT code written by D. Bauer.

does not converge. Thus, the Yukawa potential with screening parameter µ has to be
employed to overcome convergence problems. In the refined model we use the effec-
tive charge Z = −17 to mimic the Ar atom and the screening parameter µ = 0.5.The
DSC is a function of the scattering angle and momentum. It shows ω/2ω dependence
because the vector potential at the ionization and rescattering times (a(τ1) and a(τ2),
respectively) depend on φ. Thus, it modifies the phase dependencies in the SMT model.
In Fig. 2.6 SMT spectra calculated for ξ = 0.1 and two values of relative phase φ are
shown. Asymmetrical photoemission can be resolved as an enhanced signal in the 2Up
region (dark red) and changes in the high momentum cut-off.

2.3 Beyond SMT theory

The time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) is the most accurate theoretical for-
malism describing non-relativistic electron dynamics in a strong laser field. Computa-
tional requirements limit its capability, however, mostly to a single active-electron prob-
lem. In Fig. 2.8 PP and RPC spectra are calculated for Ar in 1s, 2p ground state from
numerical solution of TDSE. Binding potential is defined in cylindrical co-ordinates and
consists of both Coulomb and Yukawa potential:

V (r) =−1/r− (Ze f f /r · exp−µ · r) (2.19)

where Ze f f is effective charge, µ is screening parameter and r is radial coordinate. The
experimental ionization potential has been imposed by tuning the screening parameter
and the effective charge (Ze f f = −12 and Ze f f = −17 for 3p and 1s respectively). Al-
though TDSE calculations reproduce typical features observed in the experiment with
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Figure 2.8: TDSE calculations for a single-electron system with ionization potential that mim-
ics the Ar atom and with the electron in the 1s and 2p configurations. The clear influence of
ground state on PP and RPC spectra can be resolved. Laser intensity is indicated in the figure.
Calculations performed by M. Arbeiter.

high accuracy (e.g. holographic pattern, ATI, angular distribution, etc.) it suffers be-
cause of the lack of physical insight, which remains hidden behind the theoretical for-
malism.

This problem is partially overcome in semi-analytical SFA , also called Keldysh–Faisal
–Reiss theory [159; 160; 161]. SFA describes electron dynamics in a strong laser field in
terms of interfering waves. The key point is to neglect the Coulomb interaction, which
greatly simplifies the problem. Thus, a picture of interaction with a strong laser field is
realized as follows:

• In the first step, the electron is considered to be bound in the ground state. At
this step, the atomic potential is dominant and the oscillatory laser field is ne-
glected. The electron follows a transition into the continuum by applying the
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2.3 Beyond SMT theory

Gordon–Volkov propagator.

• Starting from now, the electron is not affected by the ionic Coulomb potential and
the electron is described as a plane wavepacket driven by the laser electric field
and creating a rich interference pattern.

• The contributions from bound states to the evolution of the system are neglected
except for the ground state.

The main reason for discrepancies between SFA and TSDE is lack of Coulomb in-
teraction due to neglecting atomic potential in Hamiltonian and replacing final state by
Gordon–Volkov state which describes free electron in oscillatory field. The main reason
for discrepancies between SFA and TDSE is the lack of a Coulomb interaction because
of neglecting the atomic potential in the Hamiltonian and replacing the final state by a
Gordon–Volkov state, which describes a free electron in an oscillatory field. There are a
few points at which the given approximations may lead to errors. In general, problems
appear from lack of interaction with short- and long-range Coulomb potentials. The
tunnelling process is very sensitive to the shape of the barrier and the binding poten-
tial. Thus, the ionization probability will be hardly affected by the binding potential. It
was shown that including corrections for the short-range Coulomb potential can explain
features observed in experiments such as the fan-like structures in the momentum distri-
bution at low energies and low-energy structure [112]. Propagation in the continuum is
also affected by the Coulomb potential because electrons scatter from it. However, even
without further Coulomb corrections, SFA can reproduce fairly well the pronounced
interference structure. To include short-range Coulomb transition, the Gordon–Volkov
final state is replaced by a Coulomb–Volkov (CV) state and a distortion potential is in-
cluded in the evolutionary operator [162].
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3 Experimental Techniques

This chapter contains a brief description of the experimental set-up utilized for studying
phase-dependent photoemission. Photoelectron momentum spectra were recorded by
means of a velocity map imaging (VMI) technique (VMI) [163; 164; 165]. The sys-
tem generating sculpted ω-2ω laser pulses is similar to one utilized elsewhere [47; 61].
To analyse a relative phase-dependent momentum spectrum, we introduce two-colour
’phase-of-the-phase’ spectroscopy (P oP ). Key point of this method is the extraction of
periodic (phase-dependent) changes in a momentum-resolved photoelectron spectrum
by means of Fourier analysis. P oP introduces two quantities that quantify for each
projected momentum a relative-phase contract (RPC) and a phase-of-the-phase (PP) de-
scribing how much and with what phase lag, respectively, the yield changes with respect
to the relative phase.

3.1 Laser system and two-color set-up

Short and intense laser pulses are delivered by a commercial Ti:sapphire laser system
Model Solstice Spectra-Physics. The laser system generates 130 fs pulses at a central
wavelength of 793 nm with maximum power of 3 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate. A neutral
density filter is used to control the laser power in the experiment. The generation of
two-colour ω-2ω pulses requires a non-linear crystal with second-order susceptibility
χ(2). A beta barium borate β−BaB2O4 (BBO) crystal is one of the most versatile mate-
rials used in second-harmonic generation (SHG) with ultra-short lasers [166; 167]. We
generated a p-polarized second harmonic (SH) at 397 nm with an I-Type BBO crystal of
200 µm thickness using the fundamental harmonic (FH) of the laser field (s-polarization)
after passing through a BBO crystal, generating the SH (p-polarization). The residual
FH is still present in the beam. Because of intrinsic BBO crystal dispersion, SH and FH
are offset in time so that the fundamental beam leads. The time lag is compensated by a
calcite crystal. The FH is sent along the ordinary (slow) and SH along the extraordinary
(fast) axis. A quartz half-wave plate (λ/2) rotates the polarization axis of FH by 90◦

and SH by 180◦. As a result, we obtain a coherent superposition of FH and SH with
the polarization vector oscillating in the same plane and overlapped in time. The SHG
conversion efficiency is optimized by tilting the BBO crystal. For a detailed view of the
set-up see Fig. 3.1.
Precise control of the time overlap between FH and SH is achieved by two fused-silica
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up utilized to study momentum-resolved photoemission in a strong
ω-2ω field. Coherent superposition of carrier 793 nm beam with its SH generates an asymmet-
rical electric field. The relative phase of the ω-2ω field is controlled with sub-fs precision. A
high-energy velocity map imaging spectrometer (HEVMI) [168] is employed to study photoe-
mission with angular resolution. Laser pulses are focused using a spherical focusing mirror (f =
300 nm) located on the back of the HEVMI spectrometer.

wedges mounted on a piezo-motor-driven stage (SmartAct) operating with 1 nm reso-
lution. We ensure that the laser propagates normal to the wedge surface by monitoring
a back reflection. A zero point has been found in analogy to a single-slit diffraction.
Typically, scanning a relative phase interval of about 3π, 200 motor steps each of 1µm
are needed. The present configuration enables experiments with various polarization
configurations, e.g. perpendicular oriented lasers or elliptical, to be performed.

We carefully checked how tilting and rotating the BBO influences the polarization of
the SH. The result of the procedure described below is shown in Fig. 3.2. Polarization
at 400 nm is characterized by measuring the transmission through a high-contrast wire
grid. The first step is to measure the SH polarization for the optimized phase-matching
condition (maximized efficiency). By means of a harmonic separator, which reflects SH
and transmits FH radiation, the FH and SH beams are separated. In addition, a band pass
filter (T800nm = 0.006%) is used to attenuate the residual FH. To test the performance of
the set-up, a wire-grid polarizer is rotated in steps of 10◦. At each position, the average
power transmitted through the grid is determined using a thermocouple (Pmin = 1nJ).
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Figure 3.2: Influence of tilting and rotating the BBO crystal on the SH polarization (left). Tilting
(circles) does not influence the polarization of an optimized beam (squares). When rotating
the crystal, the polarization change is clearly seen (triangles). Right: cross-correlation scan
performed by moving the wedges over a large distance. The resulting photoelectron yield is
measured and plotted as a function of motor position, which corresponds to the relative phase.

Subsequently, the efficiency of SHG is reduced by a factor of two by (i) tilting and
(ii) rotating the BBO crystal. The results in Fig. 3.2 are normalized to the maximum
signal. The modulation contrast clearly shows that tilting does not affect polarization at
the optimized efficiency. When the crystal is rotated, the modulation contrast is weaker
because of the additional vertical SH component present. With these findings, it is clear
for the experiment that controlling SH intensity by means of crystal tilting does not
influence the polarization of the SH.

3.2 Characterization of the HEVMI spectrometer

Photoelectron momentum-resolved spectra were recorded using a home-built VMI [168].
Its technical realization with extended energy detection range is shown schematically
in Fig. 3.3 (left). Five cylindrical electrostatic lenses generate a non-uniform field that
guides the electrons through the spectrometer preserving information about the 3-D pho-
toelectron momentum. Repeller and extractor electrodes have negative polarity with a
potential ratio of Urep/Uextr = 1.6. An additional pair of equipotential positive polarity
electrostatic lenses are kept at a ratio of Urep/Ulens = −1.6. An effusive gas injector
(500 µm diameter pinhole) is integrated at the centre of the repeller electrode. For de-
tection, a position-sensitive detector is used consisting of multichannel plates (MCP)
and a phosphor screen (P43). We use two types of detectors: (i) an 80 mm diameter
self-constructed system consisting of a single MCP (RoentDek) with phosphor screen
(Proxivision), and (ii) a 40 mm double MCP stack (Chevron) with P43 phosphor screen
(Photek). Sufficient amplification of the photoelectron signal is achieved by applying a
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Figure 3.3: HEVMI spectrometer utilized to study bichromatic emission from atoms and
molecules. The five-electrode set-up is capable of mapping photoelectrons with angular dis-
tribution and energy up to 100 eV/kV (applied kV on the repeller electrode). Right: imaging
spectrum from Ne ionized with 230 eV photons. The two rings correspond to ionization of the
2p and 2s levels.

voltage of 960 V (single MCP) and 1600–1900 V (double stack) at the bottom side of
the MCP. The front side of the phosphor screen is supplied with 6.5 kV (80 mm detector)
and 4 kV (40 mm detector), respectively. To suppress background contributions, as for
example signals from detector noise or secondary electrons, the MCP voltage has been
gated using a high-voltage switch (Behlke, HTS-30) with a gate width of 70–150 ns. Al-
ternatively, the semiconductor-based Medipix2 [169] or a delay line detector [170] can
be utilized. The photoelectron images resulting from ionization are recorded by a 12-bit
CCD camera (Hamamatsu, ORCA-ER). Taking into account cylindrical symmetry of
the emitted electrons with respect to the polarization axis, complete 3-D information
about the photoelectron emission direction can be retrieved using e.g. the Abel inver-
sion algorithm [171].

The VMI spectrometer can operate in two modes: velocity map imaging and spa-
tial imaging as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. In the velocity imaging mode (Fig. 3.4 left) all
electrons emitted with the same momentum are projected onto the same ring. Thus
information about angular distribution is preserved and can be retrieved from signal
angular distribution. In the spatial imaging mode (Fig. 3.4 right) electrons originating
from different points in the focal volume are projected onto rings with center distributed
along a line which form cigar-like shape and directly reflects the ionization volume.
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Figure 3.4: Top: Two operation modes of the velocity imaging spectrometer: velocity imaging
mode (left) and spatial imaging mode (right). In velocity imaging mode, all electrons are emitted
from a focal volume with a given momentum are projected onto the same ring in the detector
plane. Volumetric effect leads to ring broadening. Thus, information on angular distribution
is preserved and encoded in the angular ring coordinate. In spatial imaging mode, in turn,
projections form a cigar-like shape in the detector plane which directly reflects an ionization
volume. Bottom: Calculated with SIMION projection of electrons emitted from a focal volume
of 10 mm length in the velocity imaging mode (bottom left) form characteristic rings. In spatial
imaging mode (bottom right) only very slow electrons (Ekin < 0.1 eV) are projected onto a line
with high signal intensity. Whereas the velocity imaging mode is employed to study momentum-
resolved photoeletron/ion spectra. The spatial imaging mode can be employed to align laser in
the VMI spectrometer and to investigated e.g. Gouy-phase shift in the focal volume, see Chapter.
5.3.
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Figure 3.5: HEVMI characterisation by means of XUV photoionization of Ne. Left: calibration
curves for three repeller settings show a typical quadratic dependence. The maximum accessi-
ble energy detection range for a given repeller setting is shown in the inset. Right: extracted
anisotropy parameter of 2p photoemission as a function of XUV photon energy. The strong
energy dependence of the angular distribution (points) is in good agreement with the theoretical
calculations (solid line [176]).

Thus, electrons with very low momentum form practically a line on the position sen-
sitive detector. In the lower panel SIMION calculations performed for extended focal
volume illustrate this effect. Whereas the velocity imaging mode is emploey to study
angular-resolved photoelectron/ion specta, the spatial imaging mode is typically em-
ployed to align a laser focus position and can be utilized to investigate e.g. the Gouy
phase shift in the focal volume as shown in Chapter 5.3.
Transmission and focusing properties of the HEVMI spectrometer design have been
tested at different photoelectron energies. Ti:sapphire laser system and the synchrotron
source DORIS (at DESY Hamburg)served as light sources. For higher energies (15 to
600 eV) the experiments have been conducted at the monochromator beam line BW3
at HASYLAB DORIS in Hamburg [172]. We choose 2s and 2p photoemission from
atomic neon because of the optimal balance between ionization cross-sections and elec-
tron binding energies [173]. The HEVMI spectrometer was located at a distance of 0.7
m from the focal point of the monochromator, which results in an elliptical spot (162
µm in the vertical by 410 µm in the horizontal (full width half maximum)) at the interac-
tion point with a divergence of about 0.1 mrad. Further details can be found elsewhere
[174; 175]. Photoelectrons with energy up to 600 eV were detected with the 80 mm
VMI detector.
In Fig. 3.3 (right) the angular-resolved spectrum from Ne ionized with soft x-ray pho-

tons of hν = 230eV is shown. Single-photon absorption leads to the emission from 2s
and 2p levels having binding energies of 21.7 and 48.5 eV, respectively. The electrons
form ring-like patterns on the detector with well-known angular distributions [177].
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Because of the larger 2p ionization cross-section, the outermost ring exhibits a higher
intensity. At the chosen photon energy, the 2p fine splitting of ∆E = 0.1eV cannot be
resolved. Neon photoemission over a broad energy range has been recorded by scanning
the photon energy up to 600 eV. We adapted a repeller voltage to the photon energy in
three steps to use the full width of the active detector area. By integrating the angu-
lar signals, the photoelectron spectra have been extracted and used for calibration (Fig.
3.5). Above a photon energy of 500eV, the 2s and 2p states can no longer be resolved
and an average energy value has been used in the calculations. This implies that the
resolution at higher energies is still about 10%. It has to be emphasized that the ex-
periment has been performed with an unfocused beam. Thus, photoemission proceeds
along the entire axis of the soft x-ray beam. This leads to a significant photoelectron
peak broadening because of the volumetric effect, which reduces the effective resolution
of the VMI system. The resulting calibration curve as depicted in Fig. 3.5 (left) can be
approximated by a second-order polynomial. This procedure assures an assignment of
the electron energy with a precision of about 4% in further experiments.
The absorption of a photon results also in a transfer of angular momentum. Optical
transition rules state that for linearly polarized light ∆ l = ±1. Thus the emission from
the 2s orbital results in a p-type partial wave. The angular distribution mapping capa-
bilities at higher energies are studied by considering the energy-dependent anisotropy
parameter β. For linearly polarized light the angular distribution I(Θ) can be described
by:

I(Θ) = 1+β(
3
2

cos2
Θ− 1

2
) (3.1)

where β denotes the anisotropy parameter and Θ the angle between the direction of
the ejected electron and the polarization axis of incident light [177]. Emission from
2p states leads to s- and d-waves, which experience a photon energy dependent phase
shift because of interaction with the Coulomb potential. If they interfere destructively, a
negative value of β is expected, and a positive value for constructive interference [178].
The results in Fig.3.5 (right) show a strong dependence on β as a function of the ioniz-
ing photon energy. Up to ~ω = 50eV the anisotropy parameter increases rapidly from
β =−0.2 at low energies to approaching a value of β = 1.3 being followed by a plateau.
The strong dependence of β as a function of photon energy agrees well with theoretical
calculations, which however predict a slightly lower value of β for photon energy range
above 250 eV [176]. This deviation is caused by the increasing overlap between 2p and
2s contributions because of the focus conditions, which limit the resolution.

3.3 ω-2ω experimental procedure

In the experiment, noble gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) CO2 and N2 molecules are ionized
with ω-2ω laser pulses. No attempt was made to align the molecules initially. Intense
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Figure 3.6: Raw and Abel-inverted imaging spectrum of Xe ionized with strong bichromatic
laser pulses. The inverted spectrum is cut through a 3-D momentum distribution in the laser
polarization plane. The characteristic noise line along the laser polarization axis is an artefact
resulting from integration.

ω pulses with 130 fs pulse length were frequency doubled in a BBO crystal. The pulse
length of the ω component is measured at the output from the laser system and in front of
the focusing mirror. No significant pulse broadening was detected (∆tω < 5%). To find
the optimum time overlap between ω and 2ω the photoelectron energy is measured in a
cross-correlation scan (for details, see Fig. 3.2 right). The peak in the cross-correlation
scan has been chosen as a starting point for the measurements. In each scan, the fused-
silica wedges were moved in 200 motor steps, which corresponds to a relative phase
interval of about 3π. The averaged intensity of the I2ω is about 1% of the lowest Iω uti-
lized. The power of both components is measured using a thermal head averaged over
10 ms. It should be noted that the average laser power is monitored before and after
each scan. Thus, we ensure that the laser power drift is not larger than a few percent.
To calculate the intensity, the Gaussian beam approximation is employed. Most of the
measurements are performed for constant 2ω intensity, which is controlled by detuning
the BBO crystal from phase-matching conditions. As demonstrated above, the polariza-
tion of the SH is not affected by tilting the crystal (see Fig. 3.2).
During operation of the HEVMI, the residual pressure is kept to about 10−9 mbar. The
gas pressure during the experiment is about 5×10−7 mbar. This condition ensures that
space charge effects are excluded. A further increase in the gas pressure induces dis-
charges between the elements of the gas injection system, which is integrated in the
repeller electrode. To resolve electrons with Ekin = 120eV, the repeller potential was
adjusted to Urep =−12kV. Suppressing the background contribution from the residuals
is achieved by applying a 130 ns pulse from a high voltage switch (Behlke Model HTC),
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Figure 3.7: Principle of the P oP spectroscopy. The phase-dependent angular-resolved photo-
electron signal is analysed via the Fourier transform. For each final momentum, PP and RPC
corresponding to FH in the Fourier power spectrum can be plotted. PP quantifies a time lag at
which the photoelectron’s signal oscillates with respect to the relative ω/2ω phase (φ) whereas
RPC describes how strongly the signal oscillates. The laser polarization direction is indicated
by arrow.

which gates the back plate of the MCP. Such a procedure leads to a significantly reduced
background. To record a typical spectrum, the signals from 100–300 laser shots are ac-
cumulated (camera shutter open for 100–300 ms). Thus, each image is accumulated
over 100–200 spectra depending on the signal strength. To avoid signal saturation, we
carefully set the maximum signal on the camera by fine-tuning the acquisition time and
controlling the MCP amplification. By this, even single electron events can be detected,
which is important to identify the 10Up energy cut-off.

3.4 Abel transformation

The angular-resolved photoelectron spectra obtained with a VMI spectrometer are pro-
jections of Newton spheres onto the 2-D plane of a position-sensitive detector. Math-
ematically, it can be viewed as a projection of a function f (x,y,z) representing elec-
tron density in the continuum, along the spectrometer axis by the electric field (

−→
Eel =

[0,Ey,0]) of the HEVMI spectrometer. The projection is defined as:
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P(x,z) =
∫

∞

−∞

f (x,y,z)dy = 2
∫

∞

0
f (x,y,z)dy (3.2)

and can be considered as projection of a sum of slices where z co-ordinate is consid-
ered as a parameter:

∑
n

f (x,y,zn +dz) = ∑
n

f n
z (x,y) (3.3)

For linearly polarized light, the photoelectron distribution on the Newton sphere is
axially symmetric with respect to the polarization direction, here along z. Thus, the
distribution is independent of the azimuthal angle, i.e. the angle in the slice plane.
Consequently, both of the Cartesian coordinates x and y can be substituted by a radial
coordinate r =

√
x2 + y2:

fz(x,y) = fz(
√

x2 + y2) = fz(r) (3.4)

Including slicing and substitution above, the projection defined in Eq. 3.2 can be rewrit-
ten:

Pz(x) = 2
∫

∞

0
fz(r)

dy
dr

dr = 2
∫

∞

0
fz(r)

r dr√
r2− x2

(3.5)

This equation is called the Abel integral and describes the forward projection of a slice
of a 3-D distribution with an axial symmetry onto the 2-D plane [179]. It is possible to
retrieve fz(r) from the projection by the so-called inverse Abel integral (Abel transfor-
mation)

fz(r) =−
1
π

∫
∞

r

dPz(x)
dx

dx√
x2− r2

(3.6)

Many other algorithms have been invented in previous years. As they are not used
in present work, they are not discussed. Detailed information can be found in other
publications [180; 181; 182; 183; 184; 185; 186; 187].

Figure 3.8 (following page): PP (left) and RPC (right) spectra from Xe corresponding to first,
second and higher-order harmonics in the Fourier power spectrum. Although the RPC signal
decreases significantly for second and higher harmonics, the PoP signal persists up to Ω = 4.
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3 Experimental Techniques

3.5 Data analysis

The electron wavepacket upon dynamical evolution and rescattering is emitted into 3-D
Fourier space. The observable is a projection of the spatial momentum distribution onto
the position-sensitive detector. Therefore, detailed information about the momentum-
resolved photoemission requires analysing the signal in each point of the imaging spec-
trum. Two methods are employed to visualize ω/2ω dependent momentum-resolved
electron yields. The Fourier transformation of the phase-dependent electron yield can
be performed as illustrated in Fig.3.7. For a given momentum (pxi , pzi) the relative phase
φ

dependent signal is analysed by means of the fast Fourier transform. As a result we
obtain the complex entity:

P (px, pz,Ω) = P(px, pz,Ω)eiϕ(pz,pz,Ω) (3.7)

where P ≥ 1 stands for Relative Phase Contrast (RPC) and ϕ for Phase-of-the-Phase
(PP). The modulation of the PP is assumed to follow the 2ω frequency (Ω = 1). Al-
though higher-order terms are present (Ω = 2,3, ...) the corresponding RPCs are weak
and are neglected in this work, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The RPC signal for Ω = 2 drops
already by about two orders of magnitude. However, the corresponding PP persist up to
Ω = 4.
It is convenient to represent RPC and PP in a momentum-resolved colour scale. The

Figure 3.9: Left: Ar photoelectron momentum spectrum ionizes with ω-2ω laser pulses of in-
tensity Iω = 1 · 1014 W/cm2 and I2ω = 1 · 1012 W/cm2. Right: phase-dependent asymmetry
parameter calculated from the angular section of the imaging spectrum for each φ. Variation of
asymmetry in various segments of the momentum spectrum are readily resolved.
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phase convention is chosen such that the yield changes as cos(φ+ϕ). The absolute
phase is not determined by the experiment but by comparison with theoretical calcula-
tions. PP are plotted in a colour map where ϕ = 0 and ϕ = 2π are encoded by the same
colour (black). RPC spectra are encoded in a log colour scale. Note that the background
level in RPC is offset and encoded as white. We emphasize that a similar method (based
on fitting sin functions) has already been utilized to analyse phase-dependent photoelec-
tron signals from SiO2 nanoparticles and for CEP laser pulses [188; 189].
The asymmetrical signal can conveniently be described by means of an asymmetry pa-
rameter [124]. The ω/2ω dependent photoemission is asymmetric due to the doubled
periodicity of the 2ω component. Every half-period, the maximum electron energy
changes from pz to −pz. Therefore, it is quite intuitive to represent the ω-2ω phase
dependency as an asymmetry parameter:

A(pr,φ) =
Yup(pr,φ)−Ydown(pr,φ)

Yup(pr,φ)+Ydown(pr,φ)
(3.8)

As illustrated in Fig. 3.9 (left) for a given angular range θ the signal is integrated in
radial segments centred around pz i.e. the laser polarization axes. Fig. 3.9 shows the
asymmetry map A(pr,φ) resulting from ω-2ω ionization of Ar with intensities Iω =
1 ·1014 W/cm2 and I2ω = 1 ·1012 . Althoughinformation on angular distribution is lost
due to signal integration, the asymmetry calculation is robust and enables analysis of
data practically in real time.
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4 Photoemission from atoms in
intense ω-2ω fields

In this chapter we examine important aspects of electron rescattering dynamics in an
atomic system subjected to ω-2ω fields. Understanding of these dynamics is a prereq-
uisite for applying P oP to larger systems, e.g., molecules or clusters. We discuss PP
and RPC spectra from rare gases, which exhibit universal patterns independent on the
laser intensity and ionized atomic system. We implement simple man’s theory (SMT) to
model the phase dependent photoelectron yield in momentum resolved spectra. The PP
spectra reveal the influence of both the spreading of the photoelectron wavepacket and
of the differential scattering cross-section (DSC) on the rescattering dynamics. In paral-
lel, we employ SFA and TDSE methods to validate SMT. To the best of our knowledge,
SMT has not been applied to analyse the phase-dependent photoemission in ω-2ω laser
fields in the manner we present in this work.

4.1 Experimental results

We perform the experiments with laser intensities that range up to Iω = 1014 W/cm2. The
Keldysh parameter [159] for most cases is γk = 1, i.e., tunnelling ionization conditions,
see Section 1.2 [190]. The intensity of the streaking 2ω field is about 1% of the inten-
sity of ω field. Thus, we can treat it as a weak perturbation 1 [47]. These conditions
ensure that the electron dynamics (tunneling and rescattering) are dominated by the ω

field only. A proof will be presented below.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates a typical angularly-resolved photoelectron spectrum resulting from
ω-2ω ionization at φ = 0. We indicate signatures such as ATI as well as side lobes, and
describe them briefly in section 1.4. Spectra like this one can be recorded for different
Φ settings, see Fig. 4.2 on the left side.

1Dudovich et al investigate HHG driven by a ω-2ω field. In their experiment HHG enters the perturba-
tion range when I2ω/Iomega = 0.1% while for 1% onset of control on electron trajectories sets up. In
our convention, we examine ionization process and we assume that perturbative range ranges up to
1%
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Figure 4.1: Angularly resolved photoelectron spectrum of Xe ionized with ω-2ω pulses of in-
tensity Iω = 1.3 ·1014 W/cm2 and I2ω = 1.5 ·1012 W/cm2. The laser polarization is linearly po-
larized in the vertical direction. Asymmetrical emission along the laser polarization axis reflects
probable asymmetrical ionization in the ω-2ω laser pulse. Classical cut-offs for direct (2Up)
and rescattered (10Up) electrons are indicated by lines. Characteristic features labelled in the
spectrum are discussed in section 1.4.

The photoelectron momentum spectra are taken from Xe ionized with ω-2ω pulses. Ob-
viously a clear phase effect is present, with a variety of spectra features being sensitive
to the ω-2ω phase. Similar observations have been reported by Ray et al. [61], but for
a much stronger 2ω field. Due to graphics limitations not all of the spectral features
can be rendered in Fig. 4.2. Briefly, the strongest variation in signal yield from electron
emission along the laser polarization axis is due to optical tunnelling ionization, which
is favoured in the polarization direction. Weaker oscillations are resolved in the region
of the holographic side-lobes. Both contributions oscillate in phase. In the HATI range
(4−10Up), the signal oscillates out of phase with a smaller amplitude. A similar effect
has been already reported for few-cycle laser pulses [122]. Maxima in the carpet struc-
ture change their polar coordinates periodically. We discuss this effect in more detail
later (see section 4.4).
In Fig. 4.2 (right) we present the photoelectron spectra extracted along the laser polar-
ization axis for pz < 0 (green) and pz > 0 (blue), which illustrate energy dependent
signal yield. Relation of low energy and HATI electrons can be resolved as signal yield
being asymmetrical for different phases. The weak 2ω component introduces pertur-
bations to the ionization and rescattering times, as shown in Fig. 2.4. As a result, the
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Figure 4.2: Left: Phase-dependent momentum spectra of Xe ionized with asymmetrical pulses
with the same intensity as in Fig. 4.1. The laser is liearly polarized in the vertical direction.
Right: Photoelectron spectra are extracted upwards (green) and downwards (blue) along the laser
polarization direction to illustrate detailed phase dependencies. Asymmetrical photoemission is
due to an asymmetrical ω-2ω field. Note similarities with results obtained by Paulus (fig. 1.9).
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4 Photoemission from atoms in intense ω-2ω fields

electrons end up with slightly different kinetic energies depending on the relative phase
of the ω-2ω field. This effect can clearly be seen in the slope and cut-off of the rescatter-
ing electrons as well as in the energies at which minima (10 eV and 25 eV), maxima (15
eV and 40 eV) occur; these energies vary as a function of relative phase. The pondero-
motive energy of the 2ω component (1meV) makes a negligible contribution to the final
electron momentum. Note, that φ = 0 can be identified when compared with theory, as
presented in further discussion.
A question arises as to whether the control of the electron dynamics by ω-2ω is sim-
ilar to CEP-dependent excitation in few-cycle laser pulses. The two-color experiment
shows some similarities to results obtained for few-cycle phase-stabilized pulses with a
comparable intensity [122], (see Fig. 1.9). The rescattering electrons in the HATI range
show strong asymmetry that depends on the CEP phase. The direct electron yield (up
to 10 eV) oscillates with phase shift of ≈ π/2 relative to the rescattering component
(up to 50 eV). HATI electrons create a "plateau" which extends up to the 10Up cut-off.
The most striking difference from [122] is the presence of signal modulation in the di-
rect electrons and in the HATI regime. This signal modulation arises from constructive
and destructive interference between trajectories that end with the same final momen-
tum [61]. Similar effects are observed in the HHG channel [191]. Since the signal for
a ω-2ω excitation pulse consists of many cycles, the electron dynamics is not limited
to a single period of the electric field. Thus, multiple returns, or rescattering events at
second and higher returns, are possible which modulates the interference pattern and
electron yield. This effect will be a central point of further discussion. In contrast, for
the few-cycle CEP laser pulses, multiple returns are suppressed.

4.1.1 Phase-dependent photoemission

In order to quantitatively study the phase-dependent photoelectron imaging spectra, we
employ P oP spectroscopy to obtain PP and RPC spectra. Fig 4.3 displays a typical ex-
ample of PP and RPC spectra. In this section we briefly discuss a prominent features in
such spectra.
The PP spectra enable a straightforward identification of regions where the phase of the
signal is related. The color scale Fig 4.3(left) encodes the relative phase lag (ϕ) with
respect to the relative phase of ω-2ω pulse (φ) at which the photoelectron signal oscil-
lates. Note that the overall absolute phase is not determined experimentally, but can be
assigned when compared with theory. For clarity, the 10Up limit for the rescattered elec-
trons and the 2Up limit for direct electrons are labeled. Note that the 2Up limit separates
the region accessible to direct electrons from the region where rescattering electrons
appear. Direct electrons (Ekin < 2Up, p < 1) create a tip-like structure. Rescattered
electrons, in turn, oscillates with the same phase ϕ as the direct electrons on the "oppo-
site side" of the PP spectrum. Both phase-related regions create a club-like shape due
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Figure 4.3: PP and RPC spectra for Ar ionized with ω-2ω field with intensity Iω = 1.1 ·
1014 W/cm2 and I2ω = 1.5 ·1012 W/cm2 . The linear color scale in PP spectrum encodes the rel-
ative phase lag at which the electron signal oscillates with respect to the relative phase (0−2π).
The blue to black color range (pz > 0) indicates that the electron yield exhibits sinϕ- to −cosϕ-
like variations. The green to red color range (pz < 0) indicates that electron yield exhibits pre-
dominately cosϕ- to −sinϕ-like variations. PP enables the identification of the area where the
electron signal variations are phase-related. The RPC spectrum (encoded in log scale) reflects
how strongly the signal oscillates. The laser polarization direction is indicated by arrow.

to electrons released during the common laser subcycle, which is directly reflected in
SMT, (see Fig. 2.1). On both sides, there is a region which exceeds the 2Up limit for
direct electrons. Notably, it follows the phase-wise behaviour of direct electrons, which
appear on the same side of spectrum. These universal structures are a central feature
of our further discussion, and are modelled by refined SMT. Besides continuously dis-
tributed universal structures, alternating patterns can be resolved. An ATI pattern can be
recognized as fine phase oscillations within the direct electron range. Perpendicular to
the polarization axis, alternating patterns reflect changes in the position of interference
maxima. These features result from interfering wavepackets and are discussed sepa-
rately.

The RPC spectra encode the amplitude of the signal oscillation and enhance the con-

Figure 4.4 (following page): Comparison of spectra for noble gases ionized with ω-2ω laser
pulses of similar intensity. Left: PP spectra. Right: RPC spectra. For Xe only, I2ω is reduced by
factor of 2 to account for the lower ionization potential. Laser parameters are indicated on the
right side of the figure. Classical cut-offs for direct (2Up) and rescattered (10Up) electrons are
labelled. PP spectra show very similar phase dependence, forming overlapping club features on
both sides of the PP spectrum. For RPC, a logarithmic color scale is used.
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4.1 Experimental results

trast of typical photoelectron features. The strong RPC signal appears along the laser
polarization axis, reflecting the high sensitivity of direct electrons on tunneling. Sym-
metrical to it on both sides, holographic side lobes can be resolved. ATI rings and HATI
electrons show target dependent angular distributions.

4.1.2 Target dependence

In SMT, the scattering process depends only on the vector potential of the ω-2ω pulse.
Thus, target-independent features can easily be identified in the PP experimental data
by comparison with the predictions of SMT shown in PP spectra. All spectra in Fig. 4.4
were obtained for similar laser parameters and show very similar universal patterns in-
dependent of the atomic species. Direct electrons are distributed within a tip-like shape.
The PP rescattering signals are closely phase-related to the direct electron on the op-
posite side of the PP spectrum. Both contributions form a club-like structure. Notably,
a circle-shaped region extending beyond 2Up can be resolved on top of the low mo-
mentum tip in all spectra. Boundary regions in the PP spectrum (between red and blue,
and between blue and green on the color scale in Fig. 4.4) have angular patterns whose
complexity increase with target mass. In the low-momentum regions, one can resolve
fine fluctuations in PP arising from interference between wavepackets. These features
exhibits target dependencies.
Target-dependencies can be resolved with much higher contrast in the RPC spectra that
in PP, (see Fig. 4.4, right panel). Most notably, the angular dependencies for direct elec-
trons exhibit increasing complexity. For He and Ne targets, for instance, they exhibit
fan-like structures. For other targets, a lobster-tail shapes are observed with stronger sig-
nal variation at larger angles relative to the laser polarization axis. Target-dependencies
are also resolved in the rescattering part of the RPC spectrum. In particular, Xe exhibits
multiple nodes in the angular distribution, in contrast to the rather uniform distributions
found for the lighter elements. Before we proceed, we first describe how PP and RPC
depend on the intensity of both ω-2ω components.

4.1.3 Influence of the 2ω intensity

We systematically investigate the laser intensity dependence in order to study the in-
fluence of the 2ω field on ionization and rescattering. The I2ω field intensity is tuned
so as to introduce a weak perturbation and therefore must to be kept far below the ion-
ization threshold. In Fig. 4.5, we present PP and RPC spectra from Ar ionized with
Iω = 2 · 1014 W/cm2 and various 2ω intensities. No significant changes in the PP and
RPC spectra are observed when I2ω intensity is increased. The rescattering cut-off only
shifts slightly towards higher momentum. In the PP spectrum in Fig. 4.5 this feature
forms a red envelope beyond 10Up cut-off. For I2ω = 3.3 ·1012 W/cm2 an isotropically
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Figure 4.5: The PP (left) and RPC (right) spectra for Ar illustrate dependence on I2ω. No
significant changes in overall structure are resolved in the entire momentum range for the SHG
field, where I2ω/Iω = 0.5−2%. Note that a signal beyond 10Up (red envelope in PP) is generated
when the 2ω field intensity is increased.

distributed background signal appears in PP with a constant phase (plotted in blue). In
Fig. 4.6, cuts through the PP signal along the laser polarization axis are plotted. We
intentionally introduce a phase offset in order to distinguish between spectra for dif-
ferent intensities. The rescattering cut-off shift is clearly seen in this case. Note that
noise beyond cut-off is plotted in grey. Other regions of the spectra are not affected. A
detailed inspection reveals that even small phase oscillations corresponding to the ATI
peaks perfectly overlap. We conclude that for these intensities only a weak perturba-
tion is introduced by ω-2ω field leading to almost no additional ionization. Throughout
our study we thus will use I2ω = 1.6 ·1012 W/cm2. Only for Xe lower intensities were
applied, I2ω = 8.3 · 1011 W/cm2 , to suppress 2ω-ionisation due to the low ionization
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4.1 Experimental results

Figure 4.6: The cuts through PP spectra along the laser polarization axis from the spectra shown
in Fig. 4.5 illustrate the influence of the 2ω intensity. Spectra show nearly the same course with
a characteristic phase jump beyond 2Up (p> 1). An offset is introduced to illustrate fine features
in the low energy range. Note that noise beyound cut-off is plotted in grey.

potential.

4.1.4 Influence of the ω intensity

The impact of the ω component on the phase-dependent photoemission is illustrated in
Fig. 4.7 for two examples: Ne and Xe. For the sake of simplicity, we plot cut through
the PP signal along the laser polarization axis. It is convenient to normalize the pho-
toelectron momentum to a value corresponding to Ekin = 10Up. The general features
of the PP spectra are very similar to before. A low momentum "plateau" extends up
to p‖ = 0.5− 0.6 ( corresponding to Ekin ≈ 3Up). Note that the 2Up limit for direct
electrons (dashed line) is still in the plateau region. A small dip at p‖ = 0.5−0.6 occurs
predominantly at higher laser intensities. For p‖ > 0.6 (3Up) a phase slope builds up
that decreases slowly for higher values. For the lowest intensity in Xe the phase slope
begins at p‖ = 0.45 (corresponding to 2Up). Detailed inspection of the PP spectrum
reveals more intensity and target dependencies like intensity dependent slope course
and phase signal for p‖ > 0.7. In general, changes in PP phase slope are smoother for
lower intensities Iω. For Xe, the onset of the phase slope is found at 2Up, for the lower
intensities.
We find that general features of PP are target independent but there are features which
show strong target dependencies, especially in RPC. To account for the complexity of
both PP and RPC the discussion is divided into sections that are dedicated to particular
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Figure 4.7: The same as in Fig. 4.6 but now for different Iω, for Ne and Xe. The momentum
axis is normalized to 10Up. Ne spectra show nearly the same Iω dependence in the PP, with
phase jumps beyond 2Up, whereas for Xe the phase jump is shifted towards lower momentum
for lower laser intensity.

groups of features. First, we compare the universal club-shaped phase course with SMT.
In this manner, we can model processes which affect electron scattering in intense laser
fields. Next, we show the influence of the screening parameter and wavepacket disper-
sion, based again on SMT calcualtions. We describe the angular signal oscillation in PP
and compare them with carpet structure discussed elsewhere []. Finally, we address the
question of target dependencies by comparing experimental spectra with those obtained
from the numerical solution of TDSE.

4.2 Discussion of ω-2ω results with atoms

Fig. 4.8 compares some PP and RPC spectra from SMT with the experimental results for
Ar. Calculations performed for Wr(s = 0) (a) and Wr(s = 3/2) (b) reveal the importance
of the wave-packet spreading factor (see Eq. 2.13). Without a (τ2− τ1)

−s "penalty",
(s=0) trajectories from the second and third returns scatter with the same probability as
from the first return, independent of their propagation time. The wave-packet dispersion
favours the first return trajectories due to the exponent factor s in the penalty expression.
A clear phase relation emerges from the spectrum when Wr(s = 3/2) is included. Two
overlapping club-like structures (plotted in blue and red in Fig. 4.8) on both sides of the
PP spectrum are due to rescattering during two succesive subcycles of the laser pulse,
see the SMT spectrum in Fig. 2.1. The tip of the club at p‖ = 1a.u. corresponds to
the emission of direct electrons. The maximum momentum at pmax

‖ =
√

5a.u. corre-
sponds to the well-known 10Up cut-off energy. The thin stripe with an opposite phase
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the importance of the scattering probability on spectra. Left:Model
SMT PP spectra. Right: Model SMT RPC spectra. Bottom: Experimental spectrum for Ar.
Different effects are included in the SMT calculations: a) tunneling probability, b) wavepacket
dispersion for s=1.5, c) DSC in first Born approximation. Spectra for Ar were obtained with
Iω = 1014 W/cm2 and I2ω = 1012 W/cm2. Calculations were performed with SMT code written
by D. Bauer.
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Figure 4.9: Left: cut through the PP spectra in Fig. 4.8 along the laser polarization axis. A model
spectrum (black) that includes the DSC shows good quantitative agreement with the experimen-
tal results obtained for Ar (green). Right: Influence of the 2ω components on PP spectra from
SMT calculations. Note the shift of the high momentum cut-off that accompanies an increase of
the 2ω field.

beyond 10Up results from the electrons that gain an additional momentum kick due to
the presence of a weak 2ω component. The presence of a weak "tagging" field influ-
ences ionization and re-scattering times which we have discussed in Chapter 2. Thus,
electrons "feel" the increase in the vector potential when rescattered, (see Fig. 2.4).
By comparing the PP and RPC results presented in Fig. 4.4 with PP adn RPC from SMT

Fig. 4.8(right) main discrepancies between experiment and model can be identified:

1 The experimental PP spectra contain far more complex patterns than SMT pro-
duces, including wavepacket dispersion (b) which generates essentially only two
club structures with a phase offset of π.

2 In all experimental PP spectra, we observe tip extending beyond the 2Up cut-off.

3 The angular distribution pattern in the experimental PP and RPC spectra shows
target-dependent features which are not present in SMT. Constructive and de-
structive interference between propagating photoelectron wavepackets that end
up with the same momentum is reflected by maxima and minima in the signal
distribution [134]. In SMT, if two trajectories end up with the same momentum,
the one which has higher probability is the primary contributor. Thus, interference
effects are not included in the calculations.

A PP resulting from refined modelling is shown in Fig. 4.9 (c). Much better agreement
with experimental results Fig. 4.9 (d) is achieved. The club tips are extended in the for-
ward direction in a semi-circular pattern. This region behaves phase-wise as forward
scattered electrons from first return. This already solves the problem with the phase
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4.2 Discussion of ω-2ω results with atoms

jump which occurs at higher momentum (see Fig. 4.7). Another improvement is that
the phase in the backward scattering regions is lowered by about π/3 (from red to green
in the PP color scale in Fig. 4.8). Consequently, when including DSC, the phase corre-
sponds much more closely with the experimental spectra.
In the following detailed discussion of the universal phase dependence and the origin of
the extended tip beyond 2Up is presented. For the sake of clarity, we simplify the prob-
lem of the angular PP dependence by extracting the signal along the laser polarization
direction axis. Discuss the origin of the fine structure and the angular dependence in
section 4.4.

4.2.1 Universal structures

In Fig. 4.9, the cut through SMT-PP signal along laser polarization axis (Fig. 4.8 (a-c))
are compared quantitatively with the experimental PP for Ar (Fig. 4.8 (d)). In the fol-
lowing discussion, the momentum axes are normalized to the momentum corresponding
to Ekin = 10Up. When rescattering is weighted by the Landau rate Wi (blue), PP shows
a monotonic behaviour with two peaks at low momentum. The phase jump is located
at momentum corresponding to Ekin = 2Up in the model including Wr, while in the ex-
periment it occurs at momentum corresponding to Ekin ≈ 3Up. This is connected to an
extended circular feature beyond the tip which shows phase-wise behaviour with direct
electrons. Such phase relations suggest that there is another family of trajectories with
enhanced scattering probability that is not included in the model. The model predicts a
phase jump ≈ π/3 higher than in the experiment (red curve in Fig. 4.9 left). Moreover,
in the experimental spectra a valley in PP precedes the phase-jump, (compare also with
Fig. 4.7). The flat PP course indicates, that the signal of all trajectories released during
the same half laser cycle oscillates with the same phase. Lowering of the phase-jump in-
dicates that there is another dependency that influences trajectories from the first return.
In Chapter 2, we have demonstrated that trajectories that scatter at the second revisit cre-
ate features that overlap with the first return features up to momentum corresponding to
about Ekin = 7Up. This is, surprising, however, since the penalty Wr (Eq. 2.13) favours
the first return contributions, which should have cross sections higher than that from the
second return. If the circular pattern originates from the second return there must be an
enhanced scattering probability that compensates for Wr and favours much longer tra-
jectories. SMT calculation shows that DSC (including wavepacket dispersion) favours
second return trajectories for low momenta and small angles as shown in Fig. 2.7. Such
feature should be independent on target.

In Fig. 4.10 (left), we show a comparison of the refined SMT model and TDSE cal-
culations with experimental results obtained for Ar. Independent of the Iω, all spectra
show good agreement with the refined model. Discrepancies are seen at high momen-
tum p = 0.6− 1.0, where the model predicts a rather flat phase behaviour, whereas all
experimental spectra show a phase slope. One explanation for the discrepancy may be
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4 Photoemission from atoms in intense ω-2ω fields

focal averaging. In the experiment, photoelectrons from an extended focal volume are
collected onto the detector. TDSE results correctly predict the phase at low momentum
and the phase jump for p = 0.6− 1.0. However, the phase jump is much higher than
in the experiment and occurs at lower momentum. We note that classical SMT calcu-
lations, which require relatively low computational time, can be performed in order to
quantify the importance of both intensity distribution and Gouy phase. The same can be
done for TDSE but with much higher computational costs.
The universal character of the PP signal is illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (right). Independent of

the target, the experimental PP signal shows nearly the same phase behaviour, in agree-
ments with SMT, but some discrepancies with TDSE are evident. Possible explanation
for this discrepancy are discussed in next section. The phase jump position and slope
depend on the target as well as well as behaviour at high momentum p‖ = 0.6− 1.0.
This reflects the sensitivity of the second-return cross section on the scattering potential.
Since the SMT model can only predict an universal phase behaviour, in the following
we briefly discuss the influence of dispersion (s) and screening parameter (µ) on SMT
spectra.

4.2.2 Dispersion rate and Debye potential screening

An electron experiencing oscillatory motion in the multicycle laser pulses can re-encounter
the parent ion multiple times [156]. Consequently, it can re-scatter during the first, sec-
ond or higher-order returns. The rescattering is influenced by both the scattering poten-
tial and the wave-packet dispersion in vacuum, a well-known phenomenon in quantum
mechanics [192]. Thus, in the refined model there are two main parameters which can be
considered as free: the dispersion exponent factor (s) of the wave packet (Eq. 2.13)and
the screening parameter in the Yukawa potential (µ) (Eq. 2.18). For the sake of compar-
ison between experimental data and the SMT model it is interesting to see how (µ,s)
influence the spectra.

Figure 4.10 (following page): Left: comparing SMT and TDSE to experimental data obtained
for Ar. Note that the momenutm axis is normalized to a momentum value corresponding to a
10Up cut-off. Experimental data are recorded for constant I2ω = 1.5 · 1012 W/cm2 . The TDSE
spectrum is calculated for Iω = 1 ·1014 W/cm2 and I2ω = 1 ·1012 W/cm2. The Ar ground state
is 3p and the ionization potential is rendered by choosing Ze f f = −17 and α = 2.11357. The
DSC calculation (red) shows good agreement with experimental data for all intensities. Right:
the same comparison for similar laser intensities but for different targets illustrates the universal
character of the PP spectra. The explanation for deviations from TDSE is discussed in section
later.
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Figure 4.11: Influence of wavepacket spreading on PP and RPC in SMT. Note that the sec-
ond return contribution, which creates the circular pattern beyond the 2Up cut-off, shrinks as s
increases. For s ≥ 2.5, differential cross section effects cannot be resolved. Calculations are
performed for screening parameter µ = 0.5 and ξ = 0.04. Calculations were performed with
SMT code written by D. Bauer.
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Figure 4.12: Influence of screening parameter µ on PP spectra, based on SMT modelling. Strong
phase dependencies can be resolved for µ > 0.6. Second-return contributions are present only
for a very narrow range of µ. Angular scattering dependencies are not present for µ > 10. Cal-
culations are performed for s = 3/2 and ξ = 0.04. Calculations were performed with SMT code
written by D. Bauer.
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4 Photoemission from atoms in intense ω-2ω fields

Dispersion rate

Most of the wave packets miss the nucleus at the first return [156]. Coulomb attraction
between the electron and ion, however, focuses electrons which are close to the position
of the ion and may collide upon the second revisit. In the refined model, electrons scat-
ter elastically depending on their initial conditions upon tunnelling [77]. Since the field
is linearly polarized and no spatial dependency arises during tunnelling, the electron
motion can be considered as a 1D problem which can be quantified by the excursion α

(Eq. 2.4). The trajectories can thus be calculated by means of the classical equation of
motion (Eq. 2.12). In the refined SMT modelling the wave-packet dispersion s is de-
scribed by Eq.2.13. The longer the electron propagates the lower the probability will be
for rescattering. The exponent factor s = 3/2 is used to mimic Coulomb focusing [79].
Note that for s = 0 no dispersion effects are present, (see Fig. 4.7 (a)). In Fig. 4.11, PP
and RPC spectra show a strong dependency on s. The radius of the extended circular
shape of the second-return contributions depend on s. The calculations show that this
radius decreases as s increases (Fig. 4.11 (a,b)). As shown in Fig. 4.11(c), the first return
trajectories are also noticeably influenced by increasing value of the dispersion factor.
Finally, when s = 2.5 (d) PP and RPC spectra are identical to the case with isotropic
scattering (compare with Fig. 4.8 (b)).

Screening parameter

In Fig. 4.12 (left) the screening parameter µ for the Yukawa potential is treated as a free
parameter (Eq. 2.18). For µ < 0.5, the rescattering component of PP is not influenced
and only some fine changes can be resolved in the tip area. In analogy to the s-parameter
case, the second-return contributions gradually disappear for µ > 1. Note that the first
return contributions that scatter in the forward direction (towards the tip) become less
affected by the differential cross-section. Finally, when µ = 10 angular dependencies in
the differential cross section cannot be resolved in the PP spectrum.
The Yukawa potential V (r) =−Z exp(−µr)/r reduces to a Coulomb potential for µ = 0.
In result, scattering cross-section becomes divergent in forward direction. The Coulomb
scattering potential acts on an infinite range and, practically, scatters all trajectories in
forward direction [112]. Such scenario is illustrated in RPC spectrum for µ = 0.01 in
Fig. 4.12 (right). The dominant RPC contribution is distributed along a line within the
energy range Ekin < 2Up which relates to classical limit for forward scattering electrons
(see Fig 1.4 [111]). Back-scattering trajectories give negligible contribution to RPC.
Note that corresponding PP signal shows clear phase-dependencies since it does not de-
pend on the scattering probability. For µ = 0.1 in Fig. 4.12 (right) the forward-scattered
trajectories exhibit more angular dependencies. For µ = 0.5 a RPC contrast (ratio be-
tween forward-scattered and backward-scattered regions) reproduces typical value ob-
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4.2 Discussion of ω-2ω results with atoms

tained in the experiment (4 orders of magnitude). For µ > 1 the RPC contrast decreases
significantly, and corresponding PP dependencies for second-return contributions wash
out.

4.2.3 Fine structure in the angular distribution

Interference effects between propagating wavepackets are neglected in SMT. In the ex-
periment, however, periodically distributed maxima and minima at large angles with
respect to the polarization axis can be resolved, (section 1.4). Their polar coordinates
change periodically as function of the relative phase. This so-called "carpet structure"
can be regarded as an interference pattern between electron wave packets released dur-
ing a single optical cycle in opposite directions around the electric field peak [134; 135].
Its origin can be understood in terms of the quantum orbits that result form an approxi-
mation to the SFA matrix element(s), namely saddle point approximation [193]. Trajec-
tories that are emitted at large angles with respect to the polarization axis are moderately
influenced by Coulomb interaction with the parent ion. Thus, the interference patterns
are pronounced at large angles. Plain SFA can reproduce these signatures very well
[134]. Some features can already be resolved in Fig 4.1 in the direction perpendicular
to the polarization axis. However, they become more pronounced when studied with
P oP spectroscopy. In Fig. 4.13, an alternating pattern shows up along the direction per-
pendicular to the polarization axis. Oscillations become less pronounced for smaller
angles with respect to the polarization axis due to Coulomb interaction influencing tra-
jectories released at smaller angles. In result, holographic side lobes resulting from two
standard SFA trajectories are generated, (section 1.4). We note that similar dependen-
cies can be resolved in PP spectra for other targets.

The origin of fine oscillations in the carpet structure in a ω/2ω experiment can be
understood in analogy to [134]: two standard SFA trajectories emitted during subse-
quent laser subcycles interfere at larger angles. However, in bichromatic laser pulses
the weak 2ω field introduces a perturbation to both the ionization and rescattering times
(see Chapter 2). Consequently, both the electron quantum trajectories and the accumu-
lated phase during their propagation is modulated. As a result, the interference pattern
shows a dependence on the ω-2ω phase. For pure ω pulses it has been demonstrated
that within SFA the phase difference between interfering trajectories can be expressed
as [134]:

∆S =

[
1
2
(p2
⊥+ p2

‖)+ Ip +Up

]
(t2− t1)−

p2
‖

ω

× tan(ωRet2)−
2Up

ω
sin(ωRet2)cos(ωRet2) (4.1)
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Figure 4.13: The experimental PP spectrum enables us to identify oscillations in the interference
pattern, e.g., the so-called carpet structure at large angles with respect to the polarization axis
[134; 135]. For smaller angles, oscillations gradually wash out due to the stronger influence of
the Coulomb field on the quantum trajectories [136; 193].

where p2
⊥ , p2

‖ are momentum coordinates, t1 and t2 are ionization times for interfering
trajectories. The phase difference for destructive interference must satisfy:

∆S = 2π(n) (4.2)

where n= 1,2,3 . . . for odd-parity ground state. For even parity, 2n has to be replaced by
2n+1 [134]. Thus, the positions of the minima in the carpet structure can be found an-
alytically. They are distributed on a family of ellipses intersecting the p‖ = 0 axis [134].
Eq. 4.1 indicates that they can be parametrized by t1 and t2 which are the emission times
of two interfering trajectories. Similar solutions could, in principle, be found for ω-
2ω pulses. Mathematically, we must find solutions for t1 and t2 from the saddle-point
approximation for the two-color vector potential. The conditions for phase-dependent
constructive interference may be derived analytically. Since, in the experiment, the 2ω

field is weak (ξ < 0.1) compared to the ω field, solutions for t1 and t2 might change
slowly as a function of ω-2ω phase. One could thus speculate that the ellipses defined
in Eq. 4.1 change their coordinates only slightly. The corresponding ionization times
can be extracted from the experimental data with sub-fs precision. Hence, a ω-2ω ex-
periment is an alternative to a two-color HHG experiment, where it was demonstrated
that ionization and recollision times can be reconstructed [53].
In conclusion, we observe periodical changes in the position of interference maxima and
minima at large angles with respect to the polarization axis. They are generated by two
wavepackets emitted within two successive, oppositely directed laser half-cycles that
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4.2 Discussion of ω-2ω results with atoms

Figure 4.14: Experimental 10Up cut-off and phase-flip for second-return extracted from PP
spectra. Dashed lines indicate 3Up and 10Up calculated from the Keldysh parameter. Points
below 10Up identifies the ionization saturation. Good agreement between experiment and theory
is obtained. Such procedure can be employed to calibrate the laser intensity. Error bars are put
for points if no clear phase flip can be identified.

are barely affected by the Coulomb potential, analogous to the result of [134]. Trajec-
tories emitted closer to the polarization axis are strongly perturbed by the ion field and
contribute to holographic side-lobes [136; 193]. Oscillation in the interference pattern
can potentially be reproduced by SFA and CVSFA calculations. In order to qualitatively
evaluate the fine oscillation in the interference pattern, quantum orbit calculations must
be performed.

4.2.4 Intensity dependencies

In Fig. 4.14 the energetic position of the 10Up cut-off and 3Up are plotted as function
of the Keldysh parameter [159]. Note that 3Up corresponds to the position of second-
return tips in mometum-resolved PP. The dashed lines represent calculated functions.
Values that are below the dashed lines indicate ionization saturation, i.e., all atoms in
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4 Photoemission from atoms in intense ω-2ω fields

the focus are ionized before the laser intensity peak. Thus, 10Up electrons are created
well before the laser peak intensity and gain less energy than expected. For atoms with
high ionization potentials (e.g., He and Ne) ionization saturates before γk ≤ 1. Ioniza-
tion saturation for Kr and Xe occurs at much lower values of γk. It is curious that He
and Ne reach saturation, while Kr and Xe do not, for the same γk values. One should
keep in mind that the Keldysh parameter describes the ratio of ionization potential and
laser intensity. For a given laser intensity, targets with lower Ip, also have lower γk.
Experimental values for the second-return tip are distributed along the 3Up curves. This
agreement with theory suggests that the second-rescattering process is independent on
the target. This behaviour appears to be consistent with SMT, which includes no depen-
dence on target.
A more quantitative comparison can be performed by comparing experimental PP spec-
tra with TDSE results, as shown in Fig. 4.15. Abel-projected TDSE results are obtained
for an Ar atom in the single-active electron approximation. The ionization potential was
mimicked by choosing the 3p0 orbital and treating it as a ground state for the effective
potential :

V (r) =−[1+17exp(−2.11375r)]/r (4.3)

For low intensity, satisfactory agreement is obtained for overall universal structures.
Structures (a) and (b) appear, however, at lower momenta than in the experimental spec-
trum. TDSE at higher intensities shows that a part of the tip (Fig. 4.15 blue and red
features) is dominated b more intense contribution (green arc-like feature). 10Up cut-
off at much lower momentum that expected is because of ionization saturation. The
rescattering signal in RPC shows a characteristic angular pattern that is very well re-
produced by TDSE. However, in the experimental RPC, the low momentum region of
spectrum resembles a ’lobster-tail’ structure in both cases. In TDSE, this structure is
more concentrated along the laser polarization axis.

4.2.5 Target dependencies

PP and RPC spectra strongly enhance target-dependent features as shown in Figs. 4.4
and 4.10. Both the ground state configuration and the scattering potential are important
in ionization and rescattering dynamics. In order to quantify the influence of the ground
state on TDSE, calculations have been performed for Ar atom with 1s and 3p ground
state configurations. Fig. 2.8 demonstrates the strong PP and RPC signal dependence on
the ground state configuration. For 1s, PP shows an extended and broadened tip feature
and the RPC signal is distributed in narrow cone along the laser polarization axis with
characteristic side lobes. The rescattering region of the spectra displays a characteristic
minimum in the angular signal distribution. Emission from the 3p ground state results in
a fan-like pattern in PP, and a characteristic nodes in angular distribution for rescattered
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Figure 4.15: PP (left) and RPC (right) spectra obtained in experiment on Ar (a,b) and TDSE
(c,d) for similar intensities. Note the different dynamic range in TDSE (6 orders of magnitude)
compared to the experimental result (4 orders of magnitude). Fine structure in TDSE is not
reproduced by the experiment. TDSE calculations performed by M. Arbeiter.

electrons. Differences can be resolved in RPC with higher contrast.
To compare emission from 1s and 3p ground state configuration, experimental He and
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Figure 4.16: PP and RPC spectra resulting from ionization of He and Ar with ω-2ω pulses with
two different intensities. Note that ionization originates from 1s (He) and 3p (Ar). Influence of a
ground state on PP and RPC spectra cannot be disentangled by analogy to TDSE spectra Fig 2.8
due to influence of scattering center which is evident from TDSE calculations.

Ar PP and RPC are shown in Fig. 4.16 for similar laser intensities. We resolve a charac-
teristic minimum in rescattering RPC along laser polarization direction and characteris-
tic nodes in PP and RPC angular distribution for Ar in agreement with TDSE solutions.
Contrast of spectral features in PP and RPC is, however, much weaker than the TDSE
predicts. Surprisingly, tip feature in PP experimental spectrum from He is much smaller
than in TDSE. One should note, however, than scattering center is TDSE is different
than in the experiment. Additional calculation for He in 1s ground state could clarify
this discrepancies.
In general, discrepancies can be attributed to idealized laser conditions, which assume
shorter pulses (60 fs, vs. 120 fs in the experiment). In addition, the Gaussian inten-
sity distribution in the focus is not taken into account. On the other hand, the TDSE
is solved for the SAE approximation which neglects multielectron dynamics and scat-
tering from a realistic potential. In conclusion, the success of PP and RPC implies that
P oP spectroscopy is a sensitive tool that enables us to identify contributions originat-
ing from e.g. wavepacket spreading, first and second returns, wavepacket interference.
When applied to other systems it can be applied to study a wide variety of effects.
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In this chapter, we present results of ω-2ω ionization of molecular targets. Comparison
between N2, CO2 and the reference spectrum (Ar) reveals common features that are fin-
gerprints of the first and second return scattering. C60 is presented as an example of a
system with a large number of degrees of freedom. We wish to emphasize that thermal
and statistical ionization dominate the excitation when relatively long pulses (100 fs)
are applied. Finally, we present in situ measurement of the Gouy phase shift of ω-2ω in
the focus volume.

5.1 Molecule ionization

Experiments on ionization of small linear molecules are performed by using ω-2ω pulses.
In analogy to the results presented in the previous chapter, a 2ω field introduces only
a small perturbation, so the dynamics is driven by the ω field. Electronic structure of
systems such as CO2 or N2 is not significantly more complex, compared to the structure
of atoms. The highest-occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) for N2 and CO2 have (
σg ) and ( πg ) symmetry, respectively [194]. In contrast to atoms, molecules possess
additional rotational degrees of freedom, which introduce an orientation dependent ion-
ization probability. For CO2, it peaks at 45◦ with respect to the molecular axis, while for
N2 it is distributed around 0◦ [195]. Both systems are typically used as a benchmark to
reconstruct the molecular orbitals from HHG spectra [196; 197; 198], and to test HHG
itself. With our experiment we address the question: Is the scattering dynamics similar
to those of atoms even though the ionization rate is orientation-dependent ?
We perform experiments under similar conditions to those we used for atoms. Fig. 5.1

shows spectra resulting from two-color field ionization of randomly oriented N2 and
CO2. A reference signal from Ar is recorded for sake of comparison. PP and RPC spec-
tra for both molecular systems very much resemble results from Ar. In particular, the
club structure with a characteristic 10Up cut-off and a tip exceeding 2Up. The phase
relation in PP is nearly the same as for the rare gases. Detailed inspection of PP and
RPC spectra reveals some fine differences especially in the low momentum range. Most
distinct is an arc-like feature at the 2Up (pz = 1) region of the PP signal for N2 and Ar.
Note that this signature is not present for CO2. The structure corresponding to the sec-
ond return for N2 and Ar is more rounded than for CO2. More details can be resolved in
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of PP (left) and RPC (right) spectra for Ar with randomly oriented CO2
(a) and N2 (b) molecules ionized with ω-2ω pulses. Characteristic club-structures are obtained
for both atomic and molecular systems, and result from electrons scattering during first return.
A tip feature that extends beyond the Ekin = 2Up cut-off corresponds to electrons that scatter
during the second return. Ekin = 10Up and Ekin = 2Up cut-offs are labeled.

the low momentum part of the RPC spectra. For molecules the momenta of very high
RPC are oriented along the laser polarization axis whereas for Ar it is distributed over
larger angle. The CO2 RPC spectrum resembles those from He or Ne, (Fig. 4.4). Two
side lobes emerge in RPC for N2, and the signal along the laser polarization axis shows
more fine details. The 10Up ridge exhibits a characteristic target-specific angular dis-
tribution. Since analysing target-dependent features requires a sophisticated quantum
model, in the following discussion we concentrate only on comparing PP spectra with
the prediction of SMT. Target-dependent features are analysed only qualitatively.

PP signals extracted along the laser polarization axis for N2, CO2, Ar and the refined
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5.1 Molecule ionization

Figure 5.2: PP extracted along the laser polarization axis for N2 (red) and CO2 (green) are in
good agreement with results for Ar (blue) and the refined SMT model (black). Similar relative
phase courses underline the importance of wavepacket spreading and DSC. Both the experiments
and the calculations are performed with ξ = 0.1.

SMT model are shown in Fig. 5.2. Molecular spectra are found to be very similar to
the Ar signal, obtained under comparable laser parameters. A characteristic phase jump
at pnorm = 0.6a.u. (Ekin ≈ 3Up) is preceded by a small dip in the spectrum. The good
agreement with the refined model and with the reference Ar signal underlines the im-
portance of wavepacket dispersion and the first and second return in the ionization in
small molecules. Thus, our experiments confirm the universal character of the scattering
dynamics as presented in previous chapter.
PP spectra from molecules provide insight into oscillations in the interference pattern at
large angles with respect to the polarization axis. In the previous chapter, we discussed
analogous observations for atomic targets. The interference between wavepackets is
sensitive to the ω-2ω phase, which controls the ionization and the rescattering times.
Two important conclusions can be derived from the presence of this interference in a
small molecular target. First, the Coulomb field does not significantly influence the
relevant trajectories. Second, this interference can be employed as precise timing tool,
since it reflects the phase accumulated during propagation. In contrast to atomic targets,
in the molecules the wavepackets can be emitted from two atomic centres separated in
space. Such spatial offsets modify accumulated phase. Thus, a detailed comparison
with atomic systems could provide information about spatial offsets and enable retriev-
ing e.g., a bond length from molecular data.
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Photoelectrons rescattering in the backward direction contain a wealth of informa-
tion about both the electronic structure and the scattering dynamics, as shown in recent
studies [125; 199; 200; 201; 202]. Thus, P oP spectroscopy on aligned molecules could
provide more insight into a scattering center or the elastic scattering cross-section. For
instance, Ar and N2 have very similar ionization potentials (15.76 eV and 15.58 eV, re-
spectively [203]). The tunnelling process should be very similar in both cases if one ne-
glects the spatial offset of atomic centres in the molecule. Thus, the electronic structure
is one primary factor that influences the rescattering dynamics [204]. The correspond-
ing PP spectra are very similar, down to small details (e.g., the red arc feature at 2Up).
RPC, however, reveals more target-specific features, such as the angular distribution of
the 10Up ridge, or enhanced signal at large angles and low momenta for Ar.
Potentially, a deconvolution of the dynamical system response may reveal interesting
aspects of multielectron dynamics, or coupling between energy levels in molecules. For
example, charge resonance enhanced ionization (CREI) depends on the pulse length
[205]. One could imagine a P oP experiment conducted on CO2 with a different pulse
length. By comparing data in experimental conditions with suppressed CREI, one could
reveal signatures that characterize such process. However, the assignment of particular
spectral features requires sophisticated quantum models to be compared with experi-
mental data. SFA-based models or quantum dynamics would be an alternative for time-
consuming TDSE calculations.
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Figure 5.3: Momentum-resolved photoelectrons spectrum (left) from C60 molecule ionized with
ω-2ω laser pulses with Iω = 1 ·1013 W/cm2 and intensity ratio I2ω/Iω≈ 0.05 and a relative phase
φ = 0. The corresponding photoelectron momentum spectrum along the laser polarization axis
(right) shows thermal electron emission (with an exponential decrease of electron yield [209].
The laser polarization direction is indicated by arrow.

5.2 Ionization of C60 with ω-2ω pulses

We perform experiments on fullerene molecules to investigate whether P oP can control
photoelectron emission in large molecular system. The photoelectron spectra of C60 are
known to exhibit strong contribution of thermionic ionization [206; 207]. We demon-
strate that with P oP those can be well discriminated on favour of, e.g., ATI signals.
Moreover, it is interesting to test systems in a multiphoton ionization range, in view of
our recent studies on ionization of C60 with CEP pulses in the tunneling range [208].
An effusive molecular beam was created by evaporation of high-purity C60 powder from
a resistively heated oven. Typically, temperatures of ∼=420 ◦C are needed to obtain a
reasonable signal in the VMI. The temperature is controlled by a thermocouple (K-typ)
which is in contact with the outer side of the powder cartridge. The effusive beam is
collimated by two irises with apertures of 2 mm. Additionally, two blades mounted on
manipulators enables precise adjustment of the beam and avoid contamination of the
vacuum chamber due to extensive powder dissemination.

Fig. 5.3 (left) displays a typical angle-resolved photoelectron spectrum resulting from
C60 ionization. The signal is dominated by a thermal contribution, which can be iden-
tified by its isotropically distributed signal. Such behaviour is typical for pulses longer
than 100 fs [210]. Thermal contributions arise from the extensive heating of the molecule
[207; 209] due to the population of the so-called Doorway state (LUMO-1) which
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Figure 5.4: PP (left) and RPC (right) spectra resulting from ionization of Xe (a,b) and C60 (c,d)
with two-color laser pulses. The fundamental laser intensity Iω = 1 ·1013 W/cm2 drives ioniza-
tion into the multiphoton range resulting in an intense ATI structure (b). The SHG component
with intensity I2ω = 5 ·1011 W/cm2 introduces weak perturbation to the process. PP shows sim-
ilar phase dependencies (a,c). RPC from C60 reveals ATI-like features, with signal enhanced
along a laser polarization axis. Note that ATI cannot be resolved in Fig. 5.3 due to an extensive
thermal ionization signal.

creates a kind of thermal sink where an extensive amount of energy can be stored
[206; 211]. The only fingerprint of multiphoton transition is a single ring at about
p = 0.25 a.u. which corresponds to Ekin = 1eV for present VMI settings. A peak
emerges at position of the first ATI peak [212; 213], on top of which a signal from
many Rydberg states can be typically found [206; 211]. Recently, it was demonstrated
that super-atomic molecular orbital (SAMO) states contribute in the same energy range
[210; 214; 215]. In order to discriminate thermal contributions we utilize P oP to anal-
yse multiphoton ionization in C60. As a reference, atomic Xe is ionized with the same
laser conditions.

In Fig. 5.4 PP (left) and RPC (right) spectra resulting from Xe (a,b) and C60 (c,d)
are presented. Characteristic ATI rings and lack of the holographic side lobes in RPC
from Xe (b) indicate that the system is probed in the multiphoton ionization range.
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5.2 Ionization of C60 with ω-2ω pulses

PP reaveals two regions with isotropically distributed phase signal for both Xe (a) and
C60 (c). SFA calculations performed in the MPI range reveal a similar phase contrast
[216]. Small discrepancies from a monotonical PP course can only be resolved at the
low momenta. The RPC spectra exhibit characteristic rings that appear at the ATI peak
positions. The rich angular pattern resolved in RPC for Xe indicates that maxima and
minima in the angular distribution change their position. For C60 broadened rings with
signal enhanced along the laser polarization direction correspond to the ATI peaks. Due
to the ionization mechanism both PP and RPC differ substantially from spectra pre-
sented in Chapter 4. Systems are probed in the multiphoton ionization range and fea-
tures characteristic for rescattering e.g., club structure are not present in PP.
This experiment demonstrates that the directional photoemission from a large system
like C60 can be realized in the MPI range by sculpted two-color fields. Furthermore,
P oP enables us to discriminate thermal contributions. We note that thermal signal sup-
pression has recently been reported for SiO2 nanoparticles excited with CEP pulses
[188; 189]. The RPC signal strongly enhances ATI contributions in C60, which are typ-
ically dominated by thermal contributions. PP reveals characteristic phase dependence
which is similar for both systems. Finally, interesting phase behaviour for region where
Rydberg levels and SAMO contribute is resolved and will be studied in future.
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5.3 Gouy phase shift

The phenomenon of the Gouy phase shift in focused laser beams can be demonstrated
with a ω-2ω experiment. As presented in chapter 1.5 focused laser beam experience
phase slip as it travels through the focus volume. For this experiment, we must per-
form in situ measurement of the phase slip along the focus area. Generally, VMI can
be operated in two ways: velocity-map imaging mode and spatial imaging mode as
shown in chapter 3. In the latter mode, direct projection of the focus area on the 2D
position sensitive detector can be realized. In the experiment, a Ti:Sapphire laser output
(Iω = 1.3 ·1014 W/cm2 , I2ω = 7.7 ·1012 W/cm2 130fs, 1 kHz) generates the ω-2ω laser
pulses. They are focused into the VMI chamber by a spherical mirror (f=300 mm). The
phase dependent photoemission is measured as described in Chapter 4. Briefly, the spa-
tial imaging spectra are recorded for different time-lags between ω-2ω fields. A scan
interval of ϕ = 3π is chosen and split into 200 motor steps. The photoelectrons released
by tunnel ionization from Xe are projected onto the position-sensitive detector. In or-
der to quantify the relevant energy range of electrons projected onto detector, SIMION
calculations were performed. Most of the information about the kinetic energies of the
electron is lost. Low-energy electrons (Ekin < 0.1eV ) primarily contribute in the direc-
tion of the laser propagation, see Fig. More energetic electrons are projected into the
detector area offset from the central line, and are not taken into consideration.

Both component of the ω-2ω electric field experience the Gouy phase shift, which
depends on the position within the focus. The electric field of the ω-2ω pulse can be
written as:

E(t,z) = E0(sin(ωt +ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z))+ξsin(2ωt +ϕrel +ϕ

Gouy
397nm(z))) (5.1)

where E0 is the electric field amplitude, ϕre f is the relative phase between the ω and
2ω fields and ϕGouy is the Gouy phase shift. This situation is schematically depicted in
Fig. 5.5. The Gouy phase shift modulates the relative phase of the ω-2ω laser pulse that
for sake of analysis, is assumed to have a spherical wavefront (for details see [145]).
The tunnelling probability (green) is calculated for the Landau rate [152], and shows
a clear dependence on position. Since it scales as exp(−2/3E(t,z)), the total electron
yield in particular sections of the laser focus should be dependent on a total phase. It
should be noted that the absolute ionization rate is not determined in the experiment.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of the Gouy phase shift for a focused two-color laser
beam. In this illustration, the electric field (red) and ionization rate (Eq. 2.1, (green)) depends
on the position in the focus. Calculations are performed for ξ = 0.1 and focus-center phase
ϕrel(z = 0) = π. The relative phase slips by π when the beams travels from −zr to zr, where zr

is the Rayleigh length.

The electron yield along the laser propagation axis, averaged over an angular sec-
tion 2◦ wide is shown in Fig. 5.6 (blue). The phase dependence can readily be resolved
around the central minimum, which stems from the beam waist where the ionization
volume is minimal. The Gaussian distribution (Eq. 5.2) with FWHM = 5mm is plotted
as a reference (green).

f (x) = exp
(
− (x− xc)

2

2σ2

)
(5.2)

The P oP technique is employed to analyse the relative photoelectron signal oscil-
lation in the spectra. PP and the RPC spectra retrieved from the focal area of the ω-
2ω pulse are shown in Fig. 5.7. PP reveals a clear phase slip which can be identified
along the laser focus area, which is represented with white contour lines. RPC shows
that the strongest contrast appears along the laser propagation axis. Phase-dependent
signals that can be resolved away from the focus area are not considered in determining
the Gouy phase shift: this part of the spectrum stems from energetic electrons hitting
the detector.
The PP dependency along the laser polarization axis extracted from Fig 5.7 is plotted in
Fig. 5.8 (blue). In order to quantify this dependency we derive an equation for ϕtotal that
modulates the photoelectron yield along the laser polarization axis [217]. Consider the
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Figure 5.6: Photoelectron signal yield (blue), extracted along a focal volume for different rel-
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sine terms from Eq. 5.1:

sin(ωt +ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z))+ξsin(2ωt +ϕrel +ϕ

Gouy
397nm(z)) (5.3)

The argument of the first term can be written as ωt ′ = ωt +ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z). By substituting

t = t ′−ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z), the electric field is expressed as:

sin(ωt ′)+ sin(2ωt ′−2ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z)+ϕ

Gouy
397nm(z)+ϕrel) (5.4)

At this point, only the 2ω field is phase dependent. Thus, the total phase is:

ϕtotal =−2ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z)+ϕ

Gouy
397nm(z)+ϕrel (5.5)

The SHG process scales as the second power of the electric field. Therefore the laser
beam diameter d2ω = dω/

√
2 [47]. One can show that the Rayleigh parameters for both

frequency components are equal:
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5.3 Gouy phase shift

Figure 5.7: PP (left) and RPC (right), extracted from photoelectron signal released from a focal
volume of a ω-2ω pulse. Note that a spatial imaging mode is applied, which enables direct
visualisation of the focal volume. Results of RPC are overlaid in PP to illustrate the position
of the focus volume. A clear phase slip can be resolved along the smallest contour line. Phase
information is extracted from PP by integration of the phase signal over an angular section of 2◦

width, and is depicted in Fig. 5.8.. The laser propagation direction is indicated by arrow.

zrω
=

πw0ω

λω

=
πλ2

ω

λωD2
ω

=
πλω

D2
ω

=
πλ2ω/2
D2

2ω
/2

=
πλ2ω

D2
2ω

= zr2ω
(5.6)

which implies that the Gouy shift for both components are equal:

ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z) = ϕ

Gouy
397nm(z) (5.7)

Substituting this into Eq. 5.5 indicates that the phase measured in the experiment is:

ϕtotal = ϕrel−ϕ
Gouy
793nm(z) (5.8)

The relative phase which is independent of z, is modulated by the Gouy phase. Since
the ionization rate is dependent on the electric field of the laser pulse, Eq. 2.1 [152], the
Gouy phase can directly be measured by means of the direct electron yield along the
laser propagation direction. In Fig. 5.8, we show a comparison of the calculation with
the outcome of the experiment. Very good quantitative agreement is achieved within
the Rayleigh range (zr = 2.1mm). For z > zr, however, the measured phase shift devi-
ates from the prediction of Eq. 5.8 but deviates quite symmetrically. One should note
that Eq. 5.8 neglects ϕrel dependence on the position within the focus. Obviously, it
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the experimentally measured Gouy phase shift obtained from the
PP spectrum in Fig. 5.7 (blue) and the prediction of Gouy theory calculated for λ = 793nm
and Rayleigh length zr = 2.1mm. Good qualitative agreement is obtained within the range
where tunnel ionization dominates (z =±3). In the outer region interplay between multiphoton
ionization and tunnelling leads to deviation from theory.

is valid only if the tunnelling ionization occurs along projected part of the laser focus.
Otherwise, ϕrel influences other ionization processes, e.g., REMPI. Beyond z = 2.8mm
where the laser intensity drops below 5.6 · 1013 W/cm2 the Gouy phase shift signal
levels out. In this intermediate range electrons are released by both multiphoton and
tunnelling mechanism. Hence at least in the optical tunnelling regime, the Gouy phase
shift can clearly be identified with P oP . As a possible application, electron acceleration
in a vacuum by Gouy-phase-induced interference in a focused laser volume can be con-
sidered. It has been demonstrated theoretically that two-color co-propagating circularly
polarized laser field can effectively accelerate electrons [218]. P oP could potentially be
used for in situ characterisation of Gouy phase in a focused laser beam.
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Conclusions and Outlook

I have presented studies of momentum-resolved photoemission from atoms, molecules,
and fullerenes ionized by intense sculpted two-color fs laser pulses. By introducing a
weak perturbation in the form of a second-harmonic (2ω), and controlling its relative
time delay with respect to the fundamental field (ω) with sub-fs precision, ionization and
rescattering times can be tuned. Phase-of-the-phase spectroscopy (P oP ) is introduced
and utilized to characterize electron yield oscillations in momentum-resolved spectra.
Moreover, I have shown that P oP enables to discriminate thermal and statistical contri-
butions, and to enhance ATI features. P oP quantifies the phase-dependent signal oscil-
lations in terms of relative phase contrast (RPC) and phase-of-the-phase (PP), describing
how much the signal oscillates, and with which time lag in respect to the relative phase
of ω-2ω laser field.

I described a refined simple man’s theory (SMT) that enables to model the influence
of both the wavepacket spreading and differential scattering cross-section (DSC) on the
rescattering dynamics. To the best of our knowledge, this work for the first time em-
ploys SMT to study momentum resolved photoemission in ω-2ω fields. PP enables to
unambiguously distinguish electrons that rescatter during the first and second returns
from the parent ion. First-return scattering is favoured by wavepacket dispersion, and
creates characteristic club-like regions in PP with phase offsets of ϕ = π. Second-return
contributions are favoured by the differential scattering cross-section (DSC) and form
circular patterns extending beyond the classical 2Up cut-off. Moreover, DSC modifies
phase dependencies for the first return, which explains the smaller phase offset in PP
between contributions from successive laser cycles. Accompanying TDSE calculations
confirm our experimental findings, and the outcome of SMT modelling.

RPC significantly enhances target-dependent features in photoelectron spectra. For
He and Ne, the RPC signal forms a fan-like pattern at a low momentum range. In
contrast, for other gases the signal is enhanced at higher angles relative to the laser po-
larization axis. Finally, target dependencies show up at high momentum.

Characteristic maxima, resolved at large emission angles with respect to the laser po-
larization axis, result from interference between electron wavepackets released in oppo-
site directions, and are not affected by the Coulomb potential. Their angular coordinates
depend on a relative ω-2ω phase. There is evidence that the ω-2ω field modulates ion-
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ization times and, as a result, the phase that particular wavepackets accumulate as they
propagate. Modulations in the positions of interference maxima reflect changes in the
accumulated phase.

Our first applications of P oP spectroscopy to signals from small molecules reveals
similar rescattering features to those reported for rare gas atoms. RPC spectra show tar-
get dependencies, which can only be analysed qualitatively. Multiphoton ionization of
C60 proves that directional photoemission can be realized in a large system with many
degrees of freedom. Finally, in situ measurements of the Gouy phase shift have been
demonstrated by employing VMI in spatial imaging mode. We found that the experi-
mental phase shift within the Rayleigh range shows good agreement with Gouy theory
for a Gaussian beam with a spherical wavefront. However, at larger distances from
the focus center the laser intensity level drops into a range where both MPI and tunnel
ionization contributes, which leads to significant deviations from the expected phase
behaviour.

Outlook

The P oP method is not restricted to rare gases, but could be extended to study elec-
tron rescattering in other systems such as alkali atoms, molecules, clusters and even
nanostructures. In principle questions could be address not only about the nature of the
rescattering process but also about the dynamics of transient systems.

Although I report on the universal patterns in PP spectra from rare gases and small
molecules, the influence of the scattering potential and the ground state configuration
is still undiscovered. In order to test the influence of the ground state on PP and RPC,
atomic hydrogen could be measured. This will allow to switch-off core polarisability
effects. In principle, the system under study could be prepared in an excited state using,
e.g., optical pumping. Thus, PP and RPC spectra would be influenced only by the parity
of the state from which the emission occurs. Analogously, spectra from rare gases could
be compared with emission from excited states of hydrogen ionized. He and Ne could
be prepared in 3p, 4p and 5p and compared with other gases.

Experiments on aligned molecules could reveal further details on the influence of
a molecular orbital and a scattering potential on rescattering dynamics in multielectron
systems. This raises the interesting question of how large a molecular system must be to
smear out the effects of a rescattering process based on the three-step model. This ques-
tion can be investigated by systematically increasing the molecular size, for instance, by
utilizing hydrocarbons. Other interesting aspects of rescattering could potentially be in-
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vestigated, for instance the influence of Coulomb explosion. Finally, a P oP experiment
on a jellium-type system (i.e. a system with delocalized electrons) could uncover as-
pects of rescattering from a softened potential.

The ionization dynamics of clusters embedded in helium droplets is one of the active
research area in our group [219; 220; 221]. Experimental as well as theoretical work
has shown that, due to Pauli repulsion, electrons are expelled from the helium envi-
ronment [222]. Details of this process could be studied by embedding a single noble
gas atom and performing of P oP experiments similar to those presented in Chapter 4.
SMT theory predicts that the excursion and final momentum of an electron is uniquely
determined by the ionization and rescattering times. Thus, the way in which helium
influences rescattering trajectories could reveal a wealth of information about the inter-
action of an electron in proximity to a (superfluid) environment.

The Buckminster fullerene (C60) molecule could serve as a benchmark system, where
the transient electron dynamics significantly influence the ionization process. The tran-
sient population of the LUMO-1 state influences the population of Rydberg levels,
ionization, and fragmentation [206]. Following this idea, a pump-probe experiment
where a ω-2ω pulse probes the time evolution of a highly excited system could be per-
formed. The existence of super-atomic molecular orbitals (SAMO) has been reported
[210]. P oP spectroscopy could serve as a sensitive tool to reveal details of the popula-
tion mechanism of SAMO states. Recently, it has been demonstrated theoretically that
C60 can undergo asymmetrical fission due to its large dipole moment when irradiated
with a two-color laser field [223]. Investigation of electron and ion channels with the
P oP technique would be a proof-of-principle test of this idea.

Insight into nanoplasma formation and its influence on electron acceleration can be
achieved through the pump-probe experiment on metal clusters. The first pump-pulse
ionizes the cluster and initiates expansion of the system, while the second ω-2ω pulse
probes rescattering dynamics and electron acceleration in the expanding system by
means of PP and RPC spectra. This would be a continuation of an experiment per-
formed by Johannes Passig, me and others at MPQ in Garching with CEP laser pulses.
In that experiment, directional photoemission has been observed by means of stereo-
TOF spectrometer where the results could be analyzed by an asymmetry parameter. At
the nanoplasma resonance, energetic electrons up to 1 keV are clearly influenced by the
CEP phase [76]. PP and RPC spectra could reveal further details due to the additional
momentum resolution of a VMI spectrometer. The present setup is capable of mapping
such high electron energies.

The P oP technique can be considered not only as an experiment testing rescatter-
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ing dynamics, but also as a precise timing experiment. As discussed in Chapter 4, the
interference pattern that builds up at large angles relative to the laser polarization axis
originates from two electron trajectories released in opposite directions along the laser
polarization axis. Oscillations in the positions of the interference maxima reflect differ-
ences in the accumulated phase. In modifying the ionisation with the ω-2ω field any
contribution which modifies the accumulated phase will change the interference pat-
tern. Hence, PoP provides a tool that may allow us to attack fundamental issues such
like tunnelling time, ionisation delay or, spatial offsets.
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